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JEROME SPRAGUE
(Oupriliiwl,

1KIJ, tor Aoclwxl Liumrr fraH)
want
you to understand," said
"I
Mr. Iverson, iritably, "that 1 can't
afford it. Times are bad very bad
and you've got enough to wear.
When your mother was young she
didn't eipect such things young
people weren't pampered then."
He flicked a crumb from his coat
as he finished his harangue, and went
out of the dining room.
.11
11 itme aimice did;
nit
iiiuuiei, uemnuueu
ters, explosively, as their father left,
"mother, does he really mean that
we can't go ?"
"lie says that you can't have new
dresses," said Mrs. Iverson, deprecat-ingly.

can't go in our old rags,"
flamed Gloria. "It isn't just on our
own account, mother, that we hate
it it's because of what people say."
"Yesterday we heard a man murmur, 'The miser's brood,' as we
passed," cried Beverly, who was the
we

beauty.

"Oh, don't," Beth expostulated, as
she saw the lines grow deeper in her
mother's face. "Mother can't help

it"

"I know," Beverly was repentant
at once, "I know, but if father only

ICttli.fU.

"You can't make him, dear, by
shard words," said Mrs. Iverson, gent-lli

y.

"lie

is

so

changed.

Ilia

heart is tender underneath the shell
but TjV seems to have hardened
since be made his fortune I wish
there was some way to wake him
p."
"There is a way," said Gloria suddenly, then stopped as they cried
eagerly, "What?"
"Don't you worry," said Gloria,
"he'a got to be waked up, as mother
calls it, and I am going to do it
finally and effectually."
The occasion for which the girls
had needed new gowns was the annual dinner given for the benefit of
the town's free library.' Here were
gathered together all of the prominent citizens, and here came the rich
philanthropist from the city with
whom Mr. Iverson loved to meet and
discuss financial matters with the
hope of a clew which might bring
more dollars.
He cared little what his daughters
wore, for no one noticed them, at
least no one in whom he was interested. Their old gowns were surely
good enough for the people of the
.

.
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The Miser's
Brood

"And

,

town.

But Gloria and Beverly and Beth
pretty things, not only for
their own snke, but because of the
three men who had wooed and won
loved

them.
When Gloria told her plan to her
lover, he was doubtful of its success.
"You'll only hurt yourself, dearest," he said, "and you won't cure
your father, and what do we want
with his money, anyhow t"
"I wish he'd lose every cent of it,"
.TRIP TO WONDERLAND.

aid Gloria, passionately. "lie hoards
it and hoards it, and doesn't do one
good or beautiful thing with it. II
isn't even making mother happy
and it hurts me to see her disappointed in him."
Beverly crept into Gloria's room
on the night before the annual dinner. "I'm afraid, Gloria," she whispered, "I'm afraid I won't have the
courage to go through with it."
But Beth was not afraid. She,
like Gloria, was sustained by the
thought that something must be done
to bring happiness to her mother.
"And thank goodness, mother isn't
going to be at the dinner," said
Gloria.
There-w- as
much rummaging the
next day in the attic. There was
some gjggling, too, but when Mrs.
verson asked the cause of the hilarity, Gloria answered : "We are trying
to find something to wear, dear
mother."

,

Beverly's lover was as young and
ardent as herself. "You're a beauty,"
he whispered, as Beverly threw off
her cloak in the room downstairs and
displayed her costume. "You've got
a sort of 'driven from home look'

that's wonderful."
Beverly in an old gray gown of heT
grandmother's, made with a skimpy
skirt and flat sleeves, with a prim
little collar and her fair curls falling

"take us home. People are staring
at us."
"What does this mean ?" Mr. Iverson demanded. "Why have you made
such frights of yourselves?"
Yrhen, right before the philanthropist, Gloria made her little speech.
"You told us you were too poor to
give us new gowns. You told us to
dress as mother did and we have
done it what should you find in
that to criticise ?"
Then suddenly it seemed to'Mr.
Iverson that be saw written across
the face of the philanthropist, in
flaming words, "You miser I" He
saw it on the faces of all the people.
"Come away," he said hoarsely,
and went out, followed by the trembling girls, who, now that they had
punished him, .were in tears of remorse and humiliation.
"Who would have dreamed it
would have been so awful," whimpered Beth to her lover, who had
drifted toward her out of the shadows,
i
Once in the house, Mr. Iverson
went straight up to his wife's room.
"Martha," he said, "did you know
what hose girls were going to do?"
She looked her surprise. "No
what is it, Stephen ?"
ne kissed her. "Nothing," he
said, and went downstairs.
"Was it necessary?" he asked the
girls, who stood waiting.
"It seemed the only way," said
Gloria.
"People were calling us
The miser's brood.' We are going
to marry honorable men. We love
our mother. How could we go on
and on, letting you grow harder and
colder we wanted" to bring you back
to us to let you see yourself as others saw you."
"And now ?" he asked.
"Now, oh father," Gloria was
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Is Now Being Utilized for the
Purooie of Securing Larger
v
Cnickens.

Bureau of Fisheries Deolaree There le
High Nutritive Value In Despised Crustacean.

At a chicken farm near London a
scientific expert is conducting the experiment of rearing chickens by electricity, the object being to raise
larger birds. High frequency electricity is used. As this is the kind
used in wireless, it happens that
what sounds at first like mad messages is being widely distributed to
the perplexity of regular stations
and numerous amateur operators.
The electrified chickens are treated,
it is said, with about five thousand
volts, the current alternating from
positive to negative ten thousand
times, a second. "One effect," says
the experimenter, "seems to have
been to make the electrified chickens
pugnacious, bickering among themselves to a reprehensible extent, the
unelectrified ones remaining perfectly placid. The reason is probably
that this exuberance of spirit is the
result of the effect of the electrity
on the blood, which possibly has been
made to flow more freely through
the brain, and, of course, the other
organs as well. It appears to be
something like feeding them with
oxygen, but without any ill after ef-

In a recent bulletin the bureau of
fisheries declare that sea mussels arc
in a high degree both palatable and
nutritious. The bureau goes further
and says that in view of the abundance of the mussels and the ease
with which they can bo obtained th
neglect of them for table use U
wasteful. It points out that sea mussels are found along the coasts of
nearly all the northern half of the
northern hemisphere, and that there
are beds on the New England coast
so extensive that the mussels could
be collected daily by the ton.
It
adds that many persons consider the
flavor of the mussel superior to that
of the oyster; that, moreover, mussels are in season when the oyster ia
out of season, and that they are mora-easilcultivated than the oyster. It
admits that fresh mussels are difficult to market, for they spoil if kepi
more than twenty-fou- r
hours, bus
asserts that if canned or pickled
they retain their natural- flavor for
months.
The bureau recommends
that such cheap and nutritious food
be placed on the market Youth'i
-

Companion.

fects."
The electricity is similar to that GARAGE IS NOT A STABLE
used in wireless telegraphy and the Decision
Handed Down by Massachuchickens do not feel it any more than
setts Court Is Matter of Uome
do wireless operators." The message
Importance.
sent out by the chicken electrifying
In Massachusetts the supreme
installation is a continuous buzzing
very insistent in tone and seeming court has held that a garage is not
a stable in the meaning of this terra
to demand urgent attention.
in realty restrictions. This is a jus
decision which recognizee change
in life, custom and habits and acta
on them.
An improvement company had
sold land subject to the familiar restriction that "no stable, private or
otherwise, shall ever be erected or
maintained on any portions" of tha
land sold. The court decided that a
"stable" in such a restriction involved "the presence of domestic an
imnls, like horses and cattle."
If
these were absent the building, tha
court held, was not a "stable," even
if the dictionary defines a garage aa

weeping, "now we know how dreadful it was for you and for us alL We
are sorry we are sorry."
He dropped into a chair, and hid
his face in his hand. "I deserved
it," he said, and for a moment there
was silence.
Then Beth went and
knelt beside him.
"If you knew how we love you,"
she said, "and how mother love

you"

His hand went out to her.

NO. 4.

1912.

"I

know.".

"stable for motor cars."
The occupants of the next lot
a garage as much as a stable.
Hence the action. In its bearing oa
realty restrictions in other states,
this is an important decision and it
comes from a court whose findings
are heard with respect by the bench
a

Presently he raised his head and
Beth was, cn the other hand, gro- a softer light shone in his eyes.
tesque.
"Girls," he said, "I want yon to
over her neck, was perfect Beth go to town tomorrow morning and
was, on the other hand, grotesque. buy your mother a new gown someShe wore a big green silk poke bon- thing soft and silky and beautiful
net, a crepe shawl and a wide skirt and I want you to buy her a box of
over a hoop. Iler hands were in- the best candy, and I'll go up to the
cased in mitts, and her hair was city and get her some roses she
looped over her ears. Gloria was in used to love roses. And we'll make
a brown stuff gown, too big for her, her happy first after that we can
think about ourselves."
and made on Quakerish lines.
They created a sensation as they
WAS NOT ON HER JOB.
came into the room. Mr. Iverson,
far up at the end, talking to the
Cook An' why was th' new maid
philanthropist, saw the people cran- discharged ?
ing their necks and turned to look.
Laundress Sure, it was because
"Girls dressed up queerly fancy of her not 'tendin' to Fido; she
let
costumes, evidently," said the philhim' get into th' room where little
anthropist.
Miss Bessie had th' measles. Judge.
Mr. Iverson waiched the advancing figures with smiling toleration,
CONVINCING, INDEED.
but as they came closer, his jaw
dropped. What did it mean? Why
Friend Was your play much of a
were his girls making such a show success ?
of themselves?
Author Success Why, the womIn a moment, the three stood be- en wept so that most of them went
fore him.
home with their true complexions.
"Father," said Gloria, nervously, Puck.
1

AN EXTREMIST.
Other little girls heard of the wonderful trips to fairyland and begged
Hicks Mathers is one of those
Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, better to be taken along. The stories were
know,n under his pen name as Lew'is told, sometimes in a boat, and again simplified spelling cranks, isn't he?
Wicks I should say so I He spells
Carroll, perhaps followed the last under a tree in the meadow.
wife "yf."
profession in the world that one
would expect of a man who wrote
GROWN UP.
CHARACTERISTIC.
"Alice in Wonderland." ne was a
Mistress
One thing more, Norah,
"Dillbicker has a rather positive
mathematician professor at Oxford.
way of expressing himself."
There really was a little girl named I hope you haven't a young man.
"Yes. That's because he's nearly
The New Maid Oh, no, indeed
Alice, who used to accompany tbi
always wrong."
old bachelor on trips on the river. mum ; hc'i nearly forty.

die-lik-ed

m SVX
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WAR AGAINST

r- -

cLL-

WOOD PIGEON.

Naturalists in this country have
called attention frequently to the almost complete extinction of the wood
pigeon. The conditions seem to be
the opposite in Devonshire, England,
where the birds are so numerous as
to be a great pest to farmers. War
was recently declared on them, and
six thousand residents, according to
the London Express, enlisted in a
y
shotgun crusade to reduce
Says the Express:
the nuisance.
"The battlefield covered the whole
n
county. In every one of its five
or six hundred parishes farmers, gamekeepers, hunting men and
other sportsmen joined forces against
the agriculturists' enemy. It is estimated that six thousand men engaged in reducing the plague."
one-da-

hun-dre-

DARKNESS AND BLISS.

in all states.
EVERYDAY

TIME SAVER.

It

is a fact that is only very slowbecoming recognized that tha
great majority of people could double
their power of achievement by a little
in learning how to
get hold of themselves so as to depend upon the prompt, decisive action of their faculties. A little system alone would double the efficacy
of many a housewife who does not
know why Bhe is always at work. Sha
may, perhaps, work very hard, and
think that she has not half enough
time to do what she ought to do, bat
she could save more than half the
time that she now throws away in
doing things over and over again
from lack of order. System is a tremendous energy saver and time saver.
ly

ALCOHOLIC

INFLUENCE.

Edith How did you feel when
"I understand old Wapping's son
Jack kissed you through the tunnel? had a brilliant career at college."
Ethel I felt as if I never want"Yes, indeed. He was lit up all
ed to see his face again.
the time."
ANOTHER SIGN FAILURE.

BETTER THAN WIT.

"All signs sooner or later fail."
The best
"True. According to the present made:
state of my coal pile it ought to be . "That's all
bM."-S- Uft.
tiros to go flihlng."

after-dinn-

er

right

speech evel
111

scttis thd

"
The next day V began the climb, reckoning and observation were ex
brought our sledges to the starting
Mixed the Order.
place for our march toward the south. The first part of It was an easy task, actly alike, 83 degrees, 88 minutes,
A local doctor once sent his man
Only In tho beginning of September light stops .and well rilled mountain 16.6 seconds south.
with a box of pills to a patient', and a
Before ns lny an absolutely plain hamper containing six live pullets to
did the temperature rise to such an sides. It did not take a long time
only
here and there marked be left at the house of a friend. Unextent that there was any question of for our willing dogs worked their way plateau,
up. Further up, we met with some with a tiny sastrugi.
sotting out.
luckily the messenger bungled over
In the afternoon we passed 88 de- - ' hia errand, and took the hamper to
small but very steep glaciers. Here
First Start for the Pole.
On the 8th of September eight men, we had to harness twenty dogs . to grees 23 minutes. (Shackeleon'a
the patient and the plls to hia mas25
south was 88 degrees,
.
j with
seven sledges, ninety dogs and each sledge end take the four Bledges
ter's friend. Imagine, the consternaprovisions for four months started. in two turns. In some places it was minutes.) We camped and etablhh-etion of tho patient on receiving along
our last depot, depot No. 1'). From with the fowls the following prescripThe tern- - so steep that it was difficult enough
The Norwegian Explorer Tells of His The ground was perfect
80 degrees 25 minutes the plateau beperature was not bad. The next day to use our skis.
..
tion:
Antarctic l asn.
it anoeared that we had started too
Some big crevices forced us from gan to slope down, very gently and
"Two of tbse to be swallowed
smoothly
toward the other side.
early, as the temperature of the fol time to time to make detours. The
every half hour."
lowing days fell and was kept steady first day we climbed 2,000 feet,, the
On the 9th of December we reached
ce,sIus (58,next day mostly up some Bmall glac 88 degrees 39 minutes, on December
Indications.
GRAPHIC ACCOUNT OF THE TRIP between minus 60 and 60
uc,y,
upji ee Him m
iers, camping at a neignt 01 ,auu leeu 10, 88 degrees 56 minutes, December
"Dont tell me that girl Is used to
not
did
Personally we
fahrenhcit.
T)e
iay we were obliged to 11, 89 degrees 15 minutes, December the best society."
'
suffer at all from this cold. Our good RO down on a mighty glacier, "Axel 12, 89 degrees 30 minutes, Decemoer
.
"What makes you think she Isn't T''
or
s
Captain Amundsen Own Narrative.
funj protecte(1 u3, But with our dogs Helberg's Glacier," which divided the 13, 89 degrees 45 minutes.
If you notice, she is pollt
.''Why,
His Attainment of the South
,t waa a dlffercnt matter. It could coast mountains and the mountains
Up to this time the ODservatlons
to everybody she meets."
Pole December 14, 17,
from
they
shrunk
easily be seen that
further so'Mh.
and dead reckoning agreed remarkably
1911- day to day, and wo understood pretty
The next day began tho longest part well, and we made out that we cught
,
Counterfeiter Gets Stiff Sentence,
"
soon that they ..could not stand, tne 0f our climb. Many detours had to to be at the pole on December 14 Id
William Fink, a Brooklyn, N. Y., dealer
vuy
In drugs, wis sentenced by the New York
ttomu Ainiiiiubt...
v,u,v..b... ,ong nm t0 our dcpot at g0 degrees be raade in order to avoid - broad the arternoon,
Court of Fpeetal BenHlons, to ImprUon-meLracUg an,, crevlces. Tnege were ap- 1912. by The N Y. Times Co. All gouth
That day was a beautiful one, a
In the penitentiary at hard labor,
ngnis reHereu.j
for four months. The charge was Coun
We agreed on returning and to wait parf,,,uy m0stly rilled up, as the light breeze from, southeast, the Temtrade-mar- k
terfeiting
2
for Carter's Lit8
At
Tasmania,
March
liobart,
for tne arrval ot apring. The provis- glaciers in all probability had long perature minus 23 celsius (9.4 degrees tle Liver the
Pills, In violation of the penal
a. ni. on the 10th day of February, ,ong were cacned and oft w went for ago stopped moving,
law.
be
to
we
had
and the
below zero, fahrenheit),
bitf
The Carter Medicine Company detected
j the huf. With the exception oi me cry oare'ul, never knowing for cer- ground and sledging were perfect.
uni, we coimiieiiceu w
the counterfeit before any quantity of the
toward the south, from that day to loss of a few dogs and a couple ot ain jow thick was the lawer that
had been placed upon the
aong
and spurious coods
as
day
usual,
.went
The
market. In sentencti, fir Fink, 'Judge Deuel
the 11th of .April, establishing three frozen heels everything was all right, povered them.
3 p. m. we made a halt.
at
laid special stress upon the Injury done to
a
depots, which In all contained
so well known
uniy m tne mmuie ot uctoDer spnuB
our camp that night lay In very According, to our reckoning we had the public when a remedy
as Carter's Little Liver Pills Is counter-felte- d
quuntity of provisions of about 3.000 came In earnest Seals and birds ap- - picturesque surroundings at a heighth reached our destination." All of us gathImput
on
and
market.
the
kilos, Including 1,100 kilos of seal peared. The temperature was steady 0f 5.000 feet. The eiacler here was ered around the colors, a beautiful silk posed the sentence not only as theHeprop-r
punjxhment of Fink hlnrself, but In ormeat, were cached in 80 degrees, 700 between 20 and 30 celsius (68 degrees ' narrowed in between the two 15.000 flag, all hands taking hold of It
to
from
der
others
commission
deter
the
sou
turns
in
degrees
in
and
kilos
hi.
and 86 degreps fahrenheit).
feet high mountains, .the "Frldtjof and planting It.
of like frauds In the future.
degrees south laJtude.
jhe original plan that all Of US Mnnnon" nnrl ho "rinn PrlrA flhriRlnThe vast plateau on which the pole
AS no ianu marKS were 10 ie
Man may be the noblest work of
should go toward the south had been puerson." From the bottom 'of the Is standing got the name of the "King
these depots were marked with flags, changed
Five men had to do this glacier rose n,9unt "Ole Englstad"
ast God, but only blind love can make a
Haakon VII Plateau." It Is a
seven Kiiometeis on euuu bi.ib iu iu work whIle the other three were to a bg 6now cone 13500 feet high
plain, aSike In all directions, mile ai'ter woman think he looks like that.
easterly ami wesieny oiiecuuna.
Btart for tlie east an(1 visit King K.I-glacier was very much broken mile during the . night we circled
T,e
the
The ground and the state of
wan, VH land ThIa last mentioned )n tMa comjiarattvely narrow pass. around the camp.
The iimple life is best. I,et your only
be Garfield Tea, tho pure and
wag not included in our pro- - The mgh(y crevices seemed to stop
Darner were 01 tne oehi unu miev-mitrl,
we spent the medicineremedy..
fine
weather
In
the
All druggists. ,.
proven
,,;
)y well adapted to driving with dog?. gl.am but ow,ng to the fact that the us from golllg further, but it was not following day taking a series ot obun eurutuy id, we nau uius uvei- - English hail not reached it, at least B0 BcriPUS as it appeared. Our dog, servations fronf 6 a. m. to 7 p. m.
A married woman's description of
ed about 100 kilometers. The weight thls 8unimer as wag their intention, vllich up t0 thIa time hR(I COvered a The result gave us 89 degrees
55 an Ideal man seldom fits her husband.
of the sledges was 300 kilos, and the we agreed that the best thing to do distance of about 7,000 kilometers, the minutes.
cumber of dogs was six ior eacn was also t0 make tnls trip
last few days very hard work, ran
In order to observe the pole as close
sledge. The surface of the barrier
Qn Qcober 20, the southern party this day 35 kilometers, the ascent be as possible we traveled as near south
was smooth and fine with no sastrugi. started, five men, four sledges, fifty-Th- e Ing 5,600 feet, an almoBt incredible as possible, the remaining 9 kilocrevices were very local and were tWo dogs, and provisions for four record. '
meters.
found dangerous in only two places.
excellent
In
months, everything
n-Uo- wn
On December 16 there we camped.
It took us only four days from the
For the rest long, smooth undla- - order- barrier to get up on the vast inland It was an excellent opportunity.
tl0"
.
plateau. We camped that night at a There was a brilliane sun. Four of
The Journey to the Pole,
waB excellent, calm
The weather
We had made up our minds to take height of 10,600 feet. Here we had us took observations every hour of
.
YOU SHOULD TRY
or a uBai Breeze.
"'"of our brave
The
hours.
the day's 'twenty-fou- r
part of the trip as early as ' to kill twenty-fou- r
on these depot t ips was the first
for
eighteen,
six
exact result will be the matter of a
ourselves ' panlons and keep
.
.
minus 4o. .celsius .or centigrade, (4'J
.
kria
.
pruiessiouu.' private report.
n taiiuiiai n uuuuhi uu ...i, n
rn aim 4. o
uegrees oeww zero
We. stopped
here four days on ac
This much is certain, that, we ob;
on the 23rtl we ma j0 our depot in 80
.
.
on
,
from
return
March,
the 4th of
wpathp- - Tir.d of thia served the pole as close" as it is la
w
,
,,
tne nrst rip Deginning on iu ioiu
ormr we set. nut on the 2Sth of November. human power to do It with the Instruof February, we found out that the
nn th !r.tv. in fnrinn. blizzard and ments we had, a' sextant and artificial
As Spring approaches
lu
Fram. had already left us. With "l
a'
we were caught In a dense snow drift absolutely noth-b- horizon.
while?
once
in
but
pride and delight we heard that her
nearly everyone expeOn December 17 everything was in
the flagmarks, and found these on ing was to ;e seen, but we felt tbat
had succeeded in
smartcaptaip
I contrary
to expectations we were go- - order on the spot.
way without difficulty.
our
'
run-dow- n
riences
sailing
her furthest south and
We fastened to the ground a little
Having rested and fed the dogs on Ing fast down hill. The hypsometer
there hoisting the colors of his coun- all the seal meat they were able to gave us a Ian of sop feet.
feeling.
system
tent we had brought along, a Norwetry, a glorious moment, for him and eat, we started again on the 26th,
The next day was similar. "The gian flag and the Fram pendant on
full
impurities
is
of
and
north
the
comrades,
farthest
his
with the temperature steadily between weather cleared a little at. dinner the top of It..
the furthest south good old Fram minus 20 and 30 celaius (4 degrees time and exposed to our view a mighty
the blood is sluggish
The Norwegian homo at the South
the highest south latitude attained and 22dgrees belowe zro, fahrenheit). mountain range to the east, and not pole, was called "Polheim."
liver inactive and
was 78 degrees 41 minutes.
The distance from our winter quar
From the start It was thejntentlon far off, only for a moment, and then
Winter on the Ice Barrier.
snowdisappeared
It
the
dense
in
to
pole
1,400
30
kilo
was
ters
the
more
about
than
kilometers
to
drive
not
''Before the arrival 'Of winter we
day, but it appeared that this was drift. On the 29!h It calmed down meters. The average march a day
Bitterswill quickly
had 6,000 kilos of seal meat in' the too little for our strong, willing an! ' and the sun shone, though it was not was .25 kilometers.
and nials. At 80 degrees south we began the only pleasant surprise he gave.
depots,. , enough for. ourselves
"We started on the return trip on
remedy
condition.-1J0 dogs. Eight dog houses, a com- to build snow cairns of a man's height, In our course stretched a big glacier the 17th of December.
Unusually
IT REALLY TONES AND STRENGTHENS
huts in order to have marks on our re- running tow-arthe south. At Its favorable weather
bination of tents and snow
made our .way
range
mountain'
was
were built.
the
end
eastern
considerably
On
home
,we
reached
easier
the
turn trip.
the 31st
than
Having cared for the dogs the turn the depot at 81 degrees,, and stopped going in a southeasterly direction. Of journey to the pole. We arrived at
to
was
no
part
of. it
view
our winter quarters, "Framheim" on
came to use our solid little hut. It there one day and fed the .dogs on as the western
be had, It being hidden in the dense the 25th of January, 1912, with two
vas almost entirely covered with much pemmican as they wanted,
snow by the middle of April. First
We reached the depot at 82 degrees fog. At the foot of this glacier, the sledges and' 11 dogs, all well.
and bm compelled to pay to your landlord nvort
we had to get. light and air. The on the 5th of Noveniper, where the "Devil's Glacier," a depot for six days
The dally average speed on the re of
your
d
profits? Own ycur swn
I arm.
Lux lamp, which had a power 200 dogs for the last time got all they was established, at 86.21 degrees turn trip was 36 kilometers, the lowSecure a Are Homestead Id
Manitoba,
InSaskatchewan
est temperature was minuB 31 celsius,
standard candles, 'gave us a bril- - wanted to eat. On the 8th, southward south latitude. The hypsometer
Alberta, or purchase
(23.8 degrees below zero Fahrenheit.)
liant light and kept the temperature again, with a dally march of 50 kilo-u- p dicated 8,000 feet, above sea level.
lnnd in one of these
distHcta and bank m
to 20 degrees celsius (68 degrees meters.
On November 30 we began to climb The highest minus 5 celsius, (23 de
profit of SIO.UO or
grees
throughout
part
was
It
of
Fahrenheit)
the winter,
above zero Fahrenheit).
&12.00 mm mew
in order to light our heavy sledges the glacier. , The lower
every yaar.
Among the results are the determiour excellent ventilation system gave we established depots at each degree very much broken and dangerous.
Land purchased S
yearaago at ID. 00 an
us all the air we wanted.
lot south latitude.
Moreover, the snow bridges very often nation of the extent and character
acre
haa recently
In direct communication with the
hurst. From our camp that night we of the Ross Barrier, and the dis(,e a pieasura Trip,
changed hands at
a;.5.00
an acre. The
covery
of
over
mountain
splendid
a
of
the
view
hut and dog houses on the Barrier j . The ,rlp from 82 to 85 degrees
connection
South
the
e
had
crona grown on these
workshops, packing, rooms, eel- - came a pleasure trip, excellent ground, to the eas't. There was "Helmer Han- Victoria land and probably King Edlan da warrant tho
advance. You can
lars for provisions, coal, wood and flne hedging, and an even tempera-oil- , sen's Summit," the most remarkable ward VII land, with their continuaa plain bath, a steam bath, and ture Everything went like a dance, of them all. It was 12,000 feet high tion In the mighty mountains running
observatory. Thus we had everything
alid covered with such broken glaciers toward the southeast which tvere obQn the 9th. we sighted South
Mil r, by cattle rala!nir,daUjrlntf, mixed
doors If the weather should
rlta land and the continuation of the tbat in all probabilities no foothold served as far as 88 degrees south,
farming and
arrowing io
stormy.
"Wistings,"
'
be too cold and
but which in all probability continue
trW,,; the province cram
of Manitoba,
mountain range which Sir Ernest was to be found. "Oscar
Saskatchewan and Alberta.
The sun left us on the 22nd of Shackeiton mentioned in his chart as "Sverre Hassels," and "Olav Hjan-lands- across the antarctic continent.
free homeatead and preApril and did not return until four rimning toward the southeast from
The entire length of the newly dismountains also lay here,
emption, arena, aa well as land
held by railway and land com.
months later. The winter was spent the Beardmore glacier, and on the beautifully illuminated In the rays of covered mountains is about 850 kilopanics, will provide samffl
in changing our whole outfit, which 6ame day we reached 83 degrees and the bright sun.
They have been named
&4
meters.
tor millions
Adaptable aoll, bealihfful
on the depot trips was found to be established here depot No. 4. On the
In the distance, and only alternate- "Queen Maud's Range."
splendid achoola
cllinalet
too clumsy and solid for the smooth
The expedition to King Edward VII
and cburrhea.doodrellwaya.
we made an interesting discovery ly to be viewed In the fog, appeared
Kir 6t.u)cra' rut',.. d.criitt-- f
surface of the Barrier. Besides this, luh
llt,nitnr'LaBt Htt Wont,'' bow
Ross barrier terminated in from time to time "Mount Nielsen," land under the command of Lieut.
th
that
to rracb tbnoountry andotliprpur-tiruWas much scientific work as possible a bIght toward the southeast at 86 with Its summits and peaks about Prestud has given excellent results.
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jtrutlon. OttuwH, CantHla. or to tiie
was done, and some astonishing degree8 SOuth latitude and 163 degrees 15,000 feet high.
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meteorological
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southeast mountain
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Open Water all Winter.
V i.mo wrira to tbeaftentoMrtMt you
from South Victoria land and a range mount the "Devil's glacier, always "in the Pre3tud party are of great Interest;
was very little snow, and on the opposite side running in a misty weather.
. There
A good geological collection from
On the 1st of December we left
there was open water close by southwesterly direction, probably a
throughout the w inter. For the same continuation ot King Edward VII this broken glacier, with holes and King Edward VII and South . Victoria
reason higher temperature had been land.
crevices without number, with Its land la being brought home.
The Fram arrived at the Bay of
pected, but it remained very low.
On the 13th we reached 84 degrees height of 9,100. feet. Before us, lookIu tire months there were observed where we established a depot, on the ing in the mist and snowdrift, like a Whales on the ninth of, January, She
temperatures between minus 50 and 16th we were at 83 degrees, where frozen sea, appeared a light, sloping had been delayed by the ."roaring
CO
degrees celsius, (,')8 and 76 de-- , also, w e made a depot,
ice plateau filled with small hum- forties" on account of the easterly
'
winds.
-grets below zero Fahrenheit) the
From our winter quarters, "Fram-lowet- t mocks.
On January 10th the Japanese extemperature on the 13th of helm," 78 degrees 38 minutes south
The walk over this frozen sea was
August,, being niluus f9 degrees latltudo, we had been inarching due not pleasant. The ground under us pedition ' arrived at the Bay or
'
on the Harrier
celHlus.s It. was .then calm. On the south. On the 17th of November, at was quite hollow, and It sounded as Whales and landed
We left
August
of
the temieratura wns 85 degrees, we arrived at a place though we were walking on the bot- near our winter quarters.
1st
minus 5SX 'degrees' colaius. and there where the land and barrier were con- - toms of empty barrels. As It waa, a the Buy of Whales on January 30th.
nected. This was done without any man fell through, then a couple of It was a long voyage with contrary
were six in el era of wind.
The mean temperature for the year great difficulty. The barrier here dogs. We could not use our skis on winds. All are well.
RAOLD AMUNDSEN.''
wai 'minus 26, degrees celsius. (14.8 rises in undultations to about 300 thia polished Ice. Sledges had the
feet, Some few big crevices indicated best of it.
below zero fahrenheit.)
On the Firing Line.
' If jrou cannot afford lOo c?frars, bmot
The place got the name the "Devil's
,1 had expected hurricane after hur- the limited boundary.
"Son, 1 hear you have joined the LEWIS' Single lliuder straight, 6a iuad
Herb we made our head depot, tak- Dancing Room." This part of our
ricane, but I observed only two modeof extra quality tobacco.
scout movement."
rate seorins and many excellent ing provisions for sixty days on march was the most unpleasant. On boy"Yea,
daa."
sledges, and leaving thirty days' pro- December 6 we got our greatest height,
auroras, In all directions.
"Well, s'pose you scout ah sad uow
according to the hypsometer and aneThe sanitary conditions were of the visions on the spot.
The land under which we lay and roid 10,750 feet at 87 decrees 40 and see what sort of humor your
best all the wluter and when the sun
mother is lh."
Buy Tolands Illinois seed, ' result ot
returned on the 21th of August "he which we had to attack looked quite minutes south.
Treated fur amu
8 we came out of the
1" years experience.
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nearest
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Once again the sun
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readv to set abont the task that had " the barrier had a height from 2,000 to bad weather,
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.

The atory opens at Monte Carlo with
Terence O'Kourke, a military free
Innre and lomelhlnn of a Rambler, In his
hotel. Leaning on the
he sees a
beautiful
wNo suddenly enters the
elevator and passes from sight.
Col.

baU-on-

CHAPTER II.

,

After that bitter disappointment his
In tor lief In
ta nnrnAn ol nrnnnronna
dwindled to the negligible. In a black
temper with himself (whom alone he
blamed for the deception to which
he bad fallen too facile a victim) be
searched blindly for a fresh tie, found
It somehow, and knotted It round his
collar In the most haphazard fashion
Imaginable. Then he shrugged a dress
coat upon his shoulders and marched
forth to dine.
In this humor he propelled himself
with determination Into the public res-- '
taurant of the establishment, and, oblivious, to the allure of many, pairs of
bright eyes that brightened all too
readily to challenge bis, Insisted upon
a table all to himself, and dined In solitary grandeur, comporting himself
openly as a morose and misunderstood
person, and to his waiter with a manner so near rude that the latter began almost to rospect him.
After some time be was disgusted to
discover that he felt better. An Impulse toward analysis led him to probe
he psychology of the change, with the
result that ho laid the blame for It at
'the door or the neck of a
(of excellent burgundy. So he ordered
another, and,- resolutely' dismissing
from his mind the woman who had
no right whatever to be able to sing
a certain song the way sne had, set
bis wits to work on the riddle of Tomorrow.
To a iran whose trade was fighting,
the world Just then was a most distressful place, too peaceful entirely.
Over his coffee the adventurer nodded In despair and frowned in dis
gust; then rousing, be summoned the
waiter and paid bis reckoning with s
secret grin at himself, a
note and a gesture which splendidly
obliterated altogether every trace ot
Vt

half-bottl- e

fifty-fran-

.

--

back ahy Dart of the change due him.
"
a cigar, be
reviewed' the restaurant wim a""lisi-le- ss
eye which discovered no one of
bis acquaintance;
therefore, with
neither haste nor waste of time, he
rose and betook himself to the Casino
that Is, to the one place where one
may feel certain of encountering, sooner or later, everybody who Is anybody
within thi bounds of the principality.
This night, more particularly than
on any preceding It, now that be bad
made up bis mind to seek betterment
of his fortunes elsewhere, he played
heedlessly, . little concerned with the
fate of what money be had about him.
He had set aside a reserve fund sufficient to settle his hotel bill and carry
him a considerable distance Into the
unknown which he .was resolved to
bearl, and was resigned to lose
the remainder. It was a tenet of his
creed of fatalism that chance seldom
favored IiIl. when he had money in
his pockets; the tide of bis affairs
must be at its lowest ebb ere it turned.
His policy then was obvious
chlldishlj plain: he must fling to the
winds all thpt which he had.
Now never was there a man whs
played to lose who didn't win his
point Colonel O'Rourke's case can be
cited as no exception to this rule Elbow to elbow on one side with an artless old lady from Terre Haute, who
risked her mloluums with the ferocious jealousy of a miser making an
unsecured loan, on the other with an
Intent little Austrian gambler absorbed lu the workings of his "system,"
the adventurer scattered gold upon
the numbered and illuminated grid-Iroas unconcernedly as though ba
had been matching shillings, anL.saw
the coins gathered lu by the greedy
rake as often ts the little ivory bail
ceased to chatter ou the wheol.
For the better part of an hour this
continued. And the little group of
sycophants which 'had gathered
behind bis chair to watch his play In
sensibly dibBlnaliid. A whisper ran

through the ranks of the habitues that
the luck of the mad Irishman had turned; and forthwith he ceased to be an
object of Interest Only the little
Austrian, having risked the number
of Btakes prescribed by his system for
one evening's play, put away his notebook and pencil and, surrendering his
place to another, lingered behind
O'Rourke's chair.
At length, inexpressibly bored and
too impatient to deter the Inevitable
tv wagers. O'Rourke
ranand placed the prosacked ht,
ceeds several hundred francs I am
as Ignorant of the amount as he was
indifferent to it upon the red.
There fell a lull, the croupier holding the wveel to permit an unbaked
cub of Chicago millions to cover the
cloth with stakes too numerous for
his half eveloped Intelligence tokeip
count of; and the adventurer shifted
In his seat, reviewing the assemblage.
For some moments, through the mysterious working of that sixth 'sense
which men are pleased vaguely to denominate Intuition, he had been sub
consciously aware of being the object
of some person's flxeTI regard, - that
somebody was not only watching, but
weighing him. He sought the source
of this sensation and, for a little time,
sought it unsuccessfully.
Annoyed
he persisted
He heard the croupier's
mechanical "Rein ne va Dlus."' follow
ed by the whirring; of the wheel, bin
cared so little that he would not turn
to Wfltph tho niltnnma
flnltf on c v
claniatlon of the Austrian's appraised
him of the fact that red had won. He
glanced listlessly round to see the
money doubled, and let It rest, turning back to his survey of the throng.
A moment later his attention became
fixed upon two men who stood
the
doorway, looking toward bim. Again
the whe d buzzed, the ball clattered and
was still. The word rouge 'among others in the announcement told him that
again' he had won; this time, however,
he did not turn, but, frowning In
speculation, stared back at the two.
Stared T
Indeed and h did 1nnt
that If It was Impertinent, sure and
were they not staring at him? And
who should ealnsav an O'Rourke the
right to stare at anybody, be he king
or commoner?
who
Furthermore,
mignt these men be. and what their
Interest in himself?.
The onewas tall and spader, saturnine; an elegant owlne as much to
the art of his tailor and upholsterer
as to hla own indisputable, native distinction; a Frenchman at least of a
type unquestionably Gallic.
Hla tara
was very pale, his fine, poiuted mus- taone very precise, jaw squarw, forehead high, eyes deep and dark beneath brows heavy, level and black,
manner marked by a repose almost
threatening In Its Impassibility.
His companion was shorter of stat
ure, a younger man bv at lenat ten
years, rather stout and very nervous,
with a fresh red face marred by ball- mams of dissipation; British, every
men or mm.
"That
I'm
thinking."
mused
O'Rourke, "will be the Honorable
Bertie Glynn. Faith, he looks the
Part, at least; 'tis just that kind Inbred, underbred, without brains or real
stamina that would run through a
sterling Inside a year."
But the other?
"Monsieur." the little Austrian stammered excitedly In his ear, "for you the
red had doubled a fourth time."
("I. replied O'Rourke wlth- s

half-millio-

"rt(M

this run."
The

fied.

system-gamble-

r

subsided, petri.

But the other? O'Rourke continued
to probe his memory. Something In
the man's personality was curiously
reminiscent . . . Of a sudden he
remembered, .the Frenchmar. had
been pointed out to him, years ago, In
Paris, as a principal In a Boulevard
scandal which had terminated In a
duel a real duel, in which he bad
been victorious. He was accustomed
tc anticipate such an outcome of bis
affair of honor, however; that was
why he had beeu named to O'Rourke;
Des Trebe. (that was the name; the
Viscomte des Trebes) was a duelist of
international disrepute.
"Monsieur," the agitated voice fluttered In hla car, "you have ron yet
again for the sixth time!"
"Let it stand for the seventh, mon
ami."
Why should Des Trsbes be watching hint so openly, so pointedly? As
he watched ho became aware that
these two. the Frenchman and the
Englishman, were not alone; detached
though their attitude was, they wers
evidently of a party of ladies and gentlemen Whose gay. chattering group
formed their background.
"Monsieur, the seventh turn!"
"Yes, yes."
"Rein ne va plus," croaked the
croupier.
One of the ladles turned to speak to
the Honorable Mr. Glynn.
Smiling,
he nodded, and offered her an arm.
lingered,
She
addresslne Des Treh
The latter bowed, lifted bis shoulders
and laughed lightly, plainly excusing
himself. A general movement took
place In the party; It began to disintegrate, men and women ualrinsr off.
all moving at leisure toward the lobby.
Des Trebes alone remained. O'Rourke
could see that the personnel of the
gathering Was largely British.
He

recognized Lady Fllnllmmon, whose
yacht (he had beard casually) had arrived In the harbor that niorinlng. Evidently this was her party. Another
woman's figure caught his attention;
her back was turned, but she had an
air. a graceful set of the shoulders, an
individual pride and spirit In the poise
of her head, that O'Rourke could have
sworn he knew. He was conscious
that he flushed suddenly, that his
heart was pounding. He made as If to
rise and follow, but was prevented, almost forced back by a hand which the
Austrian In his feverish Interest had
unconsciously placed on the Irishman's shoulder.
"Monsieur, monsieur!" he gasped,
his eyes, protruding, fixed upon the
wheel. Beads of sweat glistened on
his forehead. He trembled as though
bis own fortunes hung on the change.
Impressed, O'Rourke could not for
bear to linger, to cast a reluctant
glance at the table.
The size of his pile of gold and
notes on the red was a somewhat
startling sight to him. His breath
stopped in his throat. The Ivory sphere
was rattling over the compartments
to Its predestined place. What if he
were to win? O'Rourke began to calculate mentally how much be had at
jvtake, how much he might win If his
areless prediction that red would turn
up the seventh time should come true
lost hla bearings in a maze of lntrl- computation and was on the
point of abandoning the problem when
black was called.
"Great God!" panted the Austrian,
withdrawing his hand.
O'Rourke rose, "The fortunes of
war, me friend." said be with a laugh
so unforced that It sounded unnatural. He strode away hastily, searching the throng in the lobby for her
with whom his mind was occupied to
the exclusion of all else.
The system gambler followed
him
with "a stare of Incredulous amazement
"What a man!" said he
to himself. If half aloud. A seeond"
later be added: "What admirable act-

sought; the party had vanished. And
who should say whither?
"Damnation!" he grumbled.
"Monsieur," a voice Intruded at his

the grounds which boraer tne water
front, and presently sat side by side
upon a bench, looking out over the
harbor. Then and then only aid Des
side.
Trebes approach his subject some"He turned with a start, annoyed. thing which he bad until now studious"Well?" he demanded curtly, recogniz- ly avoided, distracting the not
ing De Trebes.
Irishman by a falling tire ol
The Frenchman bowed. "I have the banalities.
honor to address Monsieur le Colonel
"I dare say, Colonel O'Rourke," be
suggested abandoning
his
mother
O'Rourke?"
Reflecting that the man might af- tongue for excellent English "I dare
ford him the Information be sought. say you are wondering "
"I am that."
O'Rourke unbent "I am heMonsieur
"I feared so. But It was essential
des Trebes."
Surprised, the latter lifted his eye- that we should speak In privacy."
"Yes?"
brows, showing even white teeth In a
"But before' I proceed, may I put you
deprecatory smile. "You know me,
a question or two bordering, perhaps,
monsieur?"
"By sight and reputation only, mon- upon Impertinence, yet not so conceived?"
sieur."
a
beggar!"
"What
"I am honored."
"No more than meself, if It comes to O'Rourke commenced mentally. "As
for that," said he aloud, "'tis Imposthat."
. The Mcomte laughed
"Than I may sible for me to calculate the Impertipresume to ask the favor of a word nence until 'tis put to me. Eh?"
"Believe me, sir, I am anxious only
with you?"
"Are ye not having It monsieur?" to avoid Indiscretion. It Is the question of your Identity alone. I desire
"True . . . But In private?"
Ye can do me a only to be assured that you are the
"One moment
Colonel O'Rourke I take you to be."
favor, If ye will. Afterwards "
"My faith I And who else would I
"I am charmed.".
now?"
be.
not
much
I'll
"Tls
be asking ye
"There's the bare possibility that
merely a question or two. Now that
gentleman ye were talking with awhile two of the same name might exist"
"TIs so bare that 'tis fairly indeback: Isn't he the Honorable Bertie
cent," chuckled the Irishman. "But fire
Glynn?"
away."
"The same, monsieur."
assuming
"1 am not mistaken In
"And
the lady who spoke to
that 1 address the Colonel Terence
him 7"
I believe; O'Kourke who was at one time a party
"Madame
to le petit Lemercie's mad Empire du
I know ber only slightly."
Sahara project and who later mar"Then ye are not of their party?"
"Party?" Des Trebes appeared per- ried Lemarcler's widow, Madame la
Princesse de Grandlieu?"
plexed. "What party?"
O'Rourke took a long breath and
Lady
"Why,
Pllnllmmon's,
of looked
his questioner upland down.
course."
"I have not the honor of that lady's "Ye have a very pretty taste in the
matters of impertinences," tje said
acquaintance, monsieur."
"Ob, ye have not? 3ut Mr. Glynn?" gravely. "However, let that pass. I'm
"Is here with me, monsieur a fly the same man."
"A thousand pardons.
Caution In
ing trip. We ran down from Pails but
yesterday. Our meeting with Madame matters such as this " A shrug comt
was quite accidental." pleter the thought most eloquently.
"Oh, the divvle!" said O'Rourke be "You can give me proofs of your IdenThere was neath his breath.. Plainly he might tity, then?"
"Proofs!" O'Rourke got to bis feet
"Believe me, monsieur, ye have all the
proof I'm willing to give ye, and that's
my last word. If ye And it insufficient
why, then "
"Pardon!" Des Trebes Interrupted,
rising. "I am myself more than content. Bu the Government of France "
"The Government of France !"
O'Rourke whistled.
"Is more exacting than I. It knows
a certain Colonel O'Rourke and him
alone does it need."
"The divvle it does! And what will
It be wanting with me?"
"I can say at present no more than
that I represent Government In an
affair demanding secrecy and dispatch.
I have a certain diplomatic mission to
discharge, and shall have need, monsieur, of a man strong, bold, venturesome, willing to undertake a long and
.perhaps perilous journey." Had Des
Trebes been Inspired he could have
formulated no speech better calculated
to Intrigue the Irishman; the merest
echo of Its Import would have fired
his hearer's fancy. He added: "And 1
am authorized to retain for that purpose, should" I be fortunate enough to
And bim unengaged, a certain Colonel
Terence O'Rourke."
"Say no more, monsieur.
Tla
'Secrecy dispatch a long
enough.
and perilous Journey!' Faith I'm just
your man!"
"You have no other business ot the
moment?"
"None whatever."
"Then I am Indeed fortunate. And
now, I presume, you will no longer
object to satisfying me as to your Idenover-patie-

'

ing!"

.

But he was mistaken.
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long-winde-

Smyth-Herrlot-

t,

Smyth-Herriot-

T
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tity.'"

"I Have the Honor to Address Monsieur Le Colonel O'Rourke."

nothing assumed in O'Rourke's air ot
apathy. He was actually quite Indifferent and already preoccupied with
his new Interest the pursuit of the
woman whose unexpected appearance
in Monte Carlo seemed likely to upset
all his calculations. The sails of the
barque of his fortunes had all hla
life long been trimmed to the winds
of Chance; he was accustomed to seeing them fall flat and flapping, empty,
just when a venture seemed most
propitious. The less of the money
was nothing; the Initial amount had
been little enough In all conscience,
though the major part of all that he
possessed; but to bim the woman was
everything the world and alL
And now she was gone, had disappeared with her companions! In that
Instant in which he had turned from
ber to the- - table, she had made her escape.
He cursed roundly the weakness
that bad lost her to him, and passing
rapidly through the 'lobby, left the
Casino, pausing before the entrance
to look right and left'
There was no sign of what be

expect uothlng more
man; he bad jumped
baseless conclusion,
by now it was much
of

further pursuit

helpful from this
prematurely at a
It seemed
And
too late to think

"That

is

all

I

wished to kuow. monsieur," be admitted lamely. "There was a lady In the
group whom I thought I recognized.
I wished to find ber, and fancied ye
might perhaps direct me. Ye didn't
by any chance happen to bear Mrs.
Smyth-Herrio- t
say where she was going with Mr. Glynn?"
"Unhappily, no, monsieur."
"Very well then. What can ! have
the happiness to serve ye In?"
The Frenchman hesitated
briefly.
"This is a trifle public." he suggested. "Will you not be kind enough to
walk with me a little distance, while
we converse?"
."Gladly, monsieur."
Des Trebes produced a cigarette case,
and together, smoking, the two turned
their backs upon the casino and wandered off along the paths of the terraced gardens. Ever descending, they
came at length to the secluded, little
lighted and less frequented portions ot

"Not In the least Although to be
candid, monsieur, I'm not In the habit of carrying me Bertiliibn record
about me. But If ye'll have the good-ne- s
to accompany me to the Orient,
over there, I'll cut your mind at 'ease
before ye can say knife."
"I should be
Des Trebes nodded.
delighted, but unfortunately"
he
snapped the case of his watch "I
have an appointment with a confrere.
May we fix a time in half an hour,
say when It will be convenient for
you to have me call at the Orient?"
ye
"In half, an hour? I'll await
then, monsieur." 4
"Pardon, then, my haste. I am late.
I must be off."
The man's hand touched O'Rourke's
In the most brief of clasps, singularly
firm and cold. The Irishman pondered
the sensation for some moments after
Des Trebes' hurrying figure had vanished In shade., j.
"I don't like It" he averred; "'tis
a bad sign a band that's naturally
cold. I never yet touched one like It
that belonged to a man ye could trust
1
misdoubt he's sound at the core,
Des Trebes. . . . But then, what's
the odds? Can 1 not take care of meself? And since 'tis the Government
of France I'm treating with, and himself only the medium that tuts altogether a different complexiou on the
matter."
He spent the ensuing half hour loitering In the more populous portion
of the grouuds. smoking as be strolled, his eyes keen to scrutinize eac'i
woman who came his way. But he discovered, none resembling ber whom bt
bad seen In the Casino.
tTO BE CONTINUED
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I.'vory FrowSUke w;is a "airy on somo
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Coming ot.t from the forcr.t, and
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passing throi'sh the vlllairfs, t'lf
knew in rrwe uiasictil fashion that
f
thoFO who bad be-Idle iu tl.e
summer vr:o now cot, si rained
to work; (hat t'.ie w.istoful were
forced to be caiefi.l; and that Hio
were m'orf tha'd rVcr
tnoVd to Sony t'.icu:st'lvrs that they
blight tie'p others..
PO that the saire cold season which
killed evil imrects and purified tho
air. killed a'-- o pc!:'s5mess, and made
hearts brighter, wpriner, and purer
thsn ever, and well content to lose
their pleasures for a ceay.on, as tho
trees !ihd plcr.ts lo:-- t their leaves.
Therefore, it
to XTlf that this
was the verjt plcasantejt land In all
.
the world.
And bccat.ro of his thoughts his face
was so bright and jioble timt when
he reached the palace the servants!
took him at otiro to their mUtresLi, the
Princess, for they knew that ha had
some happy secret for her.
And when ho. had entered the presence of the Princess and had given to
her the crystal heart, she rese up
from her couch with a face as bright
as an angel's, and salty.
"Now 1 know that to have a pnra
heart, clear r.3 crystal, Is to see as tho
angols see, and to fee even a little o
the angels see Is to know that th
land is ahrnys ErauUfhl, because H U
whit the r.ngels are making for God."
So t'lf "and the Princess, being of
ono
vere married, and they
vd Ln ;iy tvor alter, because they
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Once upon a' time there lived a beau2R-1- 00
Total
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1 Clour
..IT
In winter that as tsoon as the cold
11
: . .
ceason came eke shut herself up in her
Partly flotldy ;
own rooms in the palace, and there
.
Cloudy
stayed until summer came round
ob- i'iuiktib,
IV C. Savage,
Sal".
Her father was greatly distressed.
:?er"t'r, postoffice address, Boaz,
Invaln he tried by splendid bulls and
; .m,
Ice carnivals to draw the Princess
back into court life. She would only
fit in her own apartments and think .tr.f w ir.c "lrry secret.
Low wretched everyone must be.
Now, as she should bo Queen cn her
Women Pearl Divers.
y
father's death, and he was growing an
The pearl divers of Japan are all
old man, the ministers were alarmed ot nearly all women.
Along the
- - ly"
and advised the Kir.g to get. her mar- shores of the Pay of Ago and the Pay
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Dealers
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Mention
this Paper-Write
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the King proclaimed the decision of spend most of their time In the water,
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thlw rain Able
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lor her beauty, and was
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lleaiitliul rod and I'lant IUk.
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to a land both large and wealthy, February. Even during the most In
ail stout the
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clement, of seasons they sometimes
plans.
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the suitor's own warmer kingdoms, or eyes
protected by glasses to pre
to build in her own land magnificent vent are
W
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the entrance of water. Tubs
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palaces, enclosing gardens and forests,
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suspended from the waist.
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1 1
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the various industries in the
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Now, nt tho edge of this kingdom
dropped in to tho tubs hung from
VVi-t- there lived a youth named Ulf, who are
The September number contain
was much befriended by the fairies their waists.
Tke
an article on irrcess with ( herriea.
?5fv of all the (fiction on a plow bottom comes In front of line drawn up and down
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because of his goodness and industry,
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Go quickly to the city."
From Behind Prison Walls.
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ber of clean, wholesome, readable sloriaa
Not long r.go a story drifted down
give him a holiday, and set out as fast
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the day before he prodicteded
They cams not
cold waves.
very cold, but they sure ''mov-

ed," aplenty.

;

-

his-cUi-

he has lived on his claim, and

certainly
strike.
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typewrit er on the market.
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paigns?" 'Some," vrplled the political boss. "Just enough to enable the
people who vote otir way to give Bome
ort of an excure for It."

With

t'ii-g- s

hosie squire.
'n' hid 'n'

;
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i''.."u-'-n'- -!t.
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'

is

the idea) machine

as well a? for the
most expert typists and stenographers; jut he typewriter for
the smalUst op largest ollice.
If ell could possibly make
any use of a bi;j;h grade type- writer, even though it, didn't
erst you one cent of money,
tlieu be sure, en a postal card
.
n,
:.. a I,,
If, vi.i .Hum
n il.
cri; I iu
ior m
"Frank L. Wilder, President,
ck, PI.," say, "Mail
Wood
nie your Fiih' Off. rs."-

j

f

.

j

j

I

he:-.'- :

I

'

-

ri!ib;i, everything

or

fop bee;;n!io:s

iii-i'ii'-

'

It

a whoMv visible machine, has
everv new,
leature,
mks i!:e other l.ih g r a d o
s'100.00 typ.cwiUeis, though it
sel's regularly for less and on
terms (,f .'1.00 down and 10 cents
a. day until
jiai.l fir.
The
WF.M ElJv'ON" has every new
l,
improvement, univeisal
hack spacer, tabulator,
is

.

f

'Joe E, Evans finished drilling
this week:
awellon
and thinks ho has p'enty of
j;ood water. Joe has been hau'-in- g
water from town eyerfsenct?

i

. i

'

.-

conditions.
If you could make any use of
a 8100.00 typewriter, providing
it, did not cost you even one cent,
then in a letter or on o postal
card, addressed to Frank L;
Wilder, President, Woodstock,
III., simply say,
ill "me all
your Free Offers," and by return m ii! you will receive their
Free Offers, the names of over
400 who have recently received
typewrit rs free, and you will
le i n on wh it easy conditions
you can get one of their typc-wers f.cd light away.
'i'iie Emerson Typewriter is
one of (he highest grade, wholly
visible typewriters made in thff
world. Many who have usej
the ' EMEIiSON" and other
makes pronounce the "EMER
SON" superior to any 100. 00

s

ui

WRITERS

Thoy.;:ro giving tlitni away
everywhere to men, women,
hoys and girls, over IS years of
age, on surprisingly liberal

I!:ini.".' :!.'

Every time I coma to town,
The boys keep kick in' my dawg

gotta quit kick in
dawg aroun;.

V.

inir.li, ol

T.oo

rnuy,

nicw:, for Oi'e li'inhwt si U,

follard uf.

Khe-yeii-

They

'ivc.i llial

ni!:1o lionu'S' enrt

r.ii'T,

J,

'In ll.r

R

11

Comp.any' of Wood .lock, III.,
have
given away over
100 of !he hilrc.i-- t g!ade,wholly
visible f!:Mifon Typewriters
Tluw have
made in the
gone into every state ami terri-"- -'
torj in tlie L'oired .States.
Th-- y lii ty be some in your town.

13!;;
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is lic:'ol)y
It'Miip :t. I'.IUlii, Xoiv

JtiMf,

P

wo-ld-

rrzjLic.vTios.

Vint

Dapfirtiaevt of the Interior,
Otf." nl rics.vcll, New
Jimnury

A'ii,.

(
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GIVtEN AWAY.
Emerson' Tyl.ewriter
The

Come and sec.

North of Livery Barn.
TriE OZARK D03

T
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John Mim, wife and babies,
came home from Roswell last
Friday, and John is preparing to put out a crop on his
claim.
.

M.

US'- -

U H b.
have only a small stock at present, but
it is new, fresh and clean, and I will sell as
cheap as you can buy the same goods any-

if

--

.

W. T. Oowgill,

.

P.
Crume, is here a visiting and
prospecting He expects to
locate here

W. T. Cowffill,

1

.

T.

0

Record.

b-e-

acqriaintaiice ..

sienna,

the Jeweler.
Tell Zink you saw, his ad in the Kenna

Pckbani ariivet
The legisature of New Mexico
Snndav,
fron Kansas, where
has bee. t in' session all week,
visiting over sen co
had
she
and is now about ready to get
came
her
husband
rut here 'to
busv.
take a claim..
.
Bave Howell cami up from
v rymaii
Ulaice Jones, our
"Roswell the first. of the week, to
to
a
made
business
Rort'alcs
trip
look after his cattlo and hors-- s
week.
this
of
One
the
Parkin
at the ranch.
son boys bad charge of !be in.la
E. R.and Don Bryant and a hies while Mr'. 'Jones was away
younger brother came in from
R has com
Texas Mond-jyECharley ('nrmieh'rtot writr
C
, this 'time to stay.
his brother M'.' that.-- he find
there are bits worse places than
Seven engines were here at New Mex:co. "Charley is run
onetime Saturday to be coaled. mug a grocery store over in Ar
for kans; s
Charley Barber had deni-imore coal than he had in stock..
Do von know that Arbuckle
is the b wt Package Coffee you
Dr. Murrel, the dent ist, rlenr- can buy T am (lie only dealer in
ed up over 3Q here Tuesday
town thai carries this brand.
He left lots of work undone, be
Osc ir Roberson
cause lie did not have time to
New
Store.
The
stay.
"an" old

ate

iW

A

--

AM

G.W. Zink,

Mrs. Nelson

Bien w, of D'U Okla.

Roswell Jeweler.
Records.

he

'Chemicals.

dttek cm.
nik. tiwticntrtf. Rubber '3fd md
Foilet trtides. S45--5

hi

Lew Cadenhoad's family
Thursday, to resume claim George CMiavers is putting in
a new well,' for irrigiting pur
life.
poses. March Dunn is doing the
drilling.
i'J
Biinyan Roberts is back on
his claim, after an absence of
Oscar Robereon has gotten in
several months in Texas,
a new batch of goods, and his
E. B Minters and family store is bgining to look like a
have jnoved into the judge frills buS'lllC PS llOUSPi
residence for a temporary home.
W. B. Scott is preparing to
for another o non crop
irrigate
P. T. Bell's Automobile is out
good yield last year,
had
a
of commission, one wheel box lie
and
this
seison expects to rai-- x
and tap bobig lost or "blowed
b'.ni'p
a
r crop.
away."
ar-live-

re ?

it

and 9rcp.

)ruq.itcrt.

kinds Patent Vlliditinct

ness at Roswell. Low prices and Square
3 deal.
Mr. Ziiik will fix your watch if it is out of
repair. Send it to him by mail. -

Lee Smith close his live year
sentence and proved up on his
".,
laud Monday.
1

V

E

iauia

fresh QruQi d

&ure,

kinds of
Watches, Rings, Jewelry, Musical Instruments, Music Novelties. 13 years in .busiup-to-d-

Hugh .Tories came from Acme
Our stock is in can fill your Tuesday and made proof on
orders prom illy.
his fa! hers c'.aiir?.
Akua al)out Swift's Ferti

ROSWELL SEED CO..

wh

At d. W. Zink's-t-

(Irish ami Sweet.)

LIZF.Il.

"Talks," buy a "Victor" or "H dison."

Fiscus.

urtcn,

S

fJh.t

that

l' When you want a Talking MacTiine

aUI

TOES.

ffhiisiman

PHON OQ'RAP H S.

Uli Slh day of December.

POTA-

SETS-SE- ED

Dr. H. L,

Btath of Ohio city or Toledo, ?
l.K'AB Coi ntv.
f
osth tlmt no Is pcnlnr
itank J. oiknhv mnkes
the llrm of 1 f. hfai.v .V en., tl'.tm
of
fnriiKT
btnlrwvfl in till, city of Tolnlo. 'omttj nnd M;ito
r''Wilft. ftnrt tlirtt paid linn will pav ttif sum of
DOI.I.AIIS tor cnrtl nnd ovrry
ONH lll'NPRKI)
fiw. of Catahuh thn rjtimot bo cured by the iwfl ol
Hftl.L H CATAIIKH Cl.UK.
FftANfC J. rlltvNF.V.

LOCAL AND PKUSONAL.
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Too Thin.
"The greatest curiosity ! ever cams
cross In the course of a long, experience," said the first broker, "Is
man who comes Into our office every
day, watches the ticker like a hawk
for five hours, and pays cash tor
everything he buys."
"I can beat that by a mile," replied
the second broker. "A man came Into
our place a while ago and started to
trade actively In Reading and Union
on a
margin, lie had $5,000
when he began. In six months he
had $50,000. Then do yon know what
he did? He put his money Into first
mortgage bonds and quit."
The first broker looked almost
dazed. "I hate to do It," he murmured, "but I've just got to. You're
a liar!" Puck.

Free Color
Plan

TOMIERnL

-

.

for any rooms you
want to decorate

1

expert designer! will MILLION MEN

plan the work for you

Get This Book
20 Pretty Rooms
we will mil you copy Free
trill how to bive the brtt
at least cost. It full of new
color schemes and shows ilxteea
of the exquisite Alabsitlw tints,
I mo as
for their soft. rene4
H

USE

Qualities.

nothing the matter with
skin, and I thought Gutlcura Soap'
was only for skin troubles." True, it
Is for skin troubles, but its great mission is to prevent skin troubles. For
more than a generation its delicate
emollient and prophylactic properties
have rendered It the standard for this
purpose, while its extreme purity and
refreshing fragrance give to it all the
advantages of the best of toilet soaps.
It is also Invaluable In keeping the
hands soft and white, the hair live
and glossy, and the scalp free from
dandruff and irritation.
While lta first cost is a few cents
more than ' that of ordinary toilet
soaps, it is prepared, with such care
and of such material, that it wears
to a wafer, often outlasting several
cakes of other soap, and making its
use, in practice, most economical.
. Cutlcura Soap is sold by druggists and
dealers everywhere, but the truth of
these claims may be demonstrated
without cost by sending to "Cutlcura,"
Dept. L, Boston, for a liberal sample cake, together with a thirty-twpage book cn the skin and hair.

St oriacVllle
(lew

ilk,

Rut, Irtri
fesk 1,

Street

105 Water

SEYE

WATER

fCi?Yn'W. Y.

-

d.SACO. Troj.

HARD QUESTION

FOR MOTHER

Inquisitive Little One Sought Information That Has Puzzled the
Wisest of Men.
d
Dorothy, being in a
thoughtful mood, wished to know
what she would be when she grew up.
Her mother told her she would be
flrst a young woman, then perhaps a
married woman, an old woman, a
grandmother and a
Four-year-ol-

r.

It boosts a young man wonderfully
In the estimation of a girl if his front
name Is the same as that of the hero
In a romantic novel or play.

MOTHER OF
LARGE FAMILY
Tells How She Keeps Her

Health Happiness For
Those Who Take
Her Advice.
Scottville, Mich." I want to tell you
how much good Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg- etableCompound and
Sanative Wash have
,
J done me. I live on a
I
A.
farm andhave worked
very bard. I am
forty-fiv- e
years old,
and am the mother
of thirteen children.
Many people think
it strange that I am
not broken down
with hard work and
the care of my fam
ily, but I tell them of my good friend,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
and that there will be no back-ach- e
and bearing down pains for them if
they will take it as I have. I am scarcely
ever without it in the house.
" I will say also the 1 1 think there is"
no better medicine to be found for young
girls. My eldest daughter has taken
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for painful periods and irregularity, and it has helped her.
"I am always ready and willing to
speak a good word for Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I tell every
one I meet that I owe my health and
happiness to your wonderful medicine."
Mrs. J. G. Johnson, Scottville, Mich.,
R.F.D. 3.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
made from native roots and herbs,
contains no narcotics or harmful drugs.
and today holds the record of being the
most successful remedy for woman s ills
known.
,
.

,

Com-poun-

Yk aty,

JOHN L. TllOBU'SON

To Dyspeptics: Others have found a
steady course of Garfield Tea a pleasant
means of regaining health. Why not you?

UteVl

Atm

Alabastinc Company

The Club at Midnight
"He is a model husband."
"Who says so?"
"He does. He told me so at the
club at midnight last night."

1

Beaut Jul Wall Tutl

Th

In modem home
k more In rot-ti(ban wall paper or paint and costs
( less
All kalsomlne colors are
isrsh and crude beside Alabasrlne
mts. Absolutely sanitary, goes fur- d rat. does not chip, peel or nib off.
iMy to ase wis. mix with roM
niter and put on. Directions on
Pull 5 lb. package.
each parkare.
W hile 50c t Rctular Ttnta 5 Sc.

o

:
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"And
after
what?" Dorothy inquired.
"Then you will die. Your bouI will
go to heaven to live forever, and the
rest of you will be put under the soft
grass and flowers."
"Oh!"jsald Dorothy, and asked no
more questions at the time. When
her mother was undressing her for
bed that night, and the rosy little
figure stood uncovered, Dorothy said
eagerly:
"Mother, will you show me Just
what part of me will go to heaven to
live forever and what goes under the
flowers?" Llpplncott's Magazine.
Father Now In Second Place.
She was a prim miss of thirteen
who stood before the rector of a well- known New York Episcopal church
and looked him squarely in the eye.
"Please repeat that fifth commandment again," he said, for he was cate
chislng her with regard to her knowl
edge of the Scriptures apropos of the
coming confirmations. "Honor thy
niother'and thy father, that thy days
may be long in the land which the
Lord thy God glveth thee," was the
response. "Honor thy mother and
thy father," mused the rector. "Who
taught you that?" "Mother," was the
response. "These are certainly suffragist days upon which we have fall
en," remarked the minister. "Father
used to come first."

Convincing

Argument
A

single dish of

Post
Toasties
with Cream.

Compound,

I'OU

8AI.B STOCK

FARM

CO.,

IN KOSSUTH

la.: bH a. in all: SOU a. cull.: all llllal.lc: 7 r.
iouae, pleotj oulhliliia, ate. Stoll, Hot yiu.t'lik'aga

OOOn IflO A. IN MAJOR CO., OK. ; 75 A. CI'l.T.;
all llllalile: hoitap, darn, oulhltlK.,
tlu- a
wlilow will aaoiittre. l.AHI K, Hoi BID, Cliliagu.
8'JO A. IN TRKOO CO., KAN.; 170
POH SALE
a. cult.: limiaa, bam. oititililga., aturk, poultry,
Clilcajpt.
marli.; avrll loc. DOKHSCII, U )l

!.

HKHT (IUAIN KAUM IN LAHAMIB CO.. WYO.;
tarii, outl'Mif", ale;
bu a. Hu.j. cult.; b'Hiae,
near Iowa; aarrlae. IVm-aorHot HID, Chicago-

WHY I..CU8AT0R

CHICKS

DIE

Write for book aaVlng young ehl lie. Sand o
name of I frteude that uae Incubator and ret

bevkfra. ateUa01Kwu4aiavvJwU,Oia
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SIGHT.

IN ENGLAND

Delicious

Wholesome
Convenient
"The Memory Lingers"
5o!J by Grocers.

Potturo Cereal Co Ltd.
Baltic Geek, Mich.

Cost of Living Is Going Up and Price
of Coat Doubled
Anthracite Operators In the United States Will Refuse the Demands Made by Employes
for Higher Wages.
New York, March 12. A world wide
Btrlke of coal miners Is regarded by the
coal trade as more ttiRn a likelihood it
the present- negotiations now in progress between the anthracite and bituminous workers and their employers in
this country do not result Jn a settle-

"There

Bay

.'..'-I- '-

IN

FREE.

CUTICURA SOAP?"

-V

ERYWHEr

You can have the prettiest walla in your town,
Our
the least coat.

five-poi-

"WHY SHOULD

AN END TO COAL MINING
E

ment of working conditions.
With more than a million coal miners on strike In Oreat Britain, 150,000
miners in Germany quitting work to
force higher wages and French miners dissatisfied, a severe coal shortage
in Europe is faced. The anthracite
coal operators are1 drafting their reply
to the hard coal workers here for presentation to the miners 'Wednesday,
while next week at Cleveland the bituminous operators and their employes
will confer, for the purpose of trying
to bring about an adjustment of conditions in the soft coal fields.
175,000 Out at Berlin.
Berlin, March 12. The coal strike
went into effect in the Westphalian
coal mines today when about 60 per
cent of the three hunared and fifty
thousand miners employed there obey,
ed the call of their leaders to cea?e
work. In some districts the cessation
of work was practically complete,
while in o'thers only from 15 to 30. per
cent of the men struck.
Large forces of police are on duty
everywhere throughout the region.
Strikers, however, generally are peaceable and only twjp isolated attacks on
miners have been reported.
The conflict is quite as much a struggle between the leaders of the rival
unions as
Socialist and
between the mine owners and their
employes. The leaders of the
Christian Union are so far
holding their followers well in hand.
The success of the strike will depend
upon how far the feeling of solidarity
with their striking comrades of the So
cialist Miners' Union is carried.
'estplialian
Public opinion in the
'
district, which was with the miners
in the last gerat strike, Is now reported to be largely against the strikers.
The stock exchange today took a favorable view of the situation today,
coal stocks being firm.
The effect of the strike is not yet
noticeable on Industry "in general nor
on the prices of the necessaries of life.
The iron works in Westphalia, in the
Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, and In
Lorraine are reported to have supplies of coal sufficient to enable them
to carry on work for three weeks.
non-unio- n

Paris, March 12. Abourtftlhlrd
of the coal miners of France have responded to the appeal of the General
Miners' Federation to strike for twenty four hours. This action of the miners Is not directed against the mine
owners, but is designed to show the
government the "solidarity" of the
miners and as a warning to parliament
that the miners are not satisfied with
the workingmen's old age pensioii
laws.
London,' March 12. The strike ol
the cowl miners shows little sign of
settlement. Besides the miners, another million workers, men and women
employed in factories and mills in all
parts of Great Britain, have been
thrown out of employment because of
the impossibility of obtaining fuel to
run the machinery.
Prices of provisions and the necessaries of life have goi'o up to such an
extent that extreme distress evlsts
among the poorer classes. Railroads
have had to restrict their traiu service, river steamers have iad to cei3e
running, .the gas and electric supply
works have been compele'a to restrict
their delivery of Illumlnants, the mall
services have been retarded and many
ocean steamers have had to be laid up
in harbor. BIGHEART.

OKLA., BURNS.

Crumbled Year Ago In
Tornado, Swept by $50,000 Fire.
Tulsa, Okla., March 12. one year
ago next month the town of Bigheart,
30 miles northwest of Tulsa in the
Osage nation, was swept by a tornado
that cost the lives of a half dozen peo
ple, injured 50 others and did damage
of nearly $100,000.
This morning Bigheart, which was
practically rebuilt and recovered from
the loss of the tornado, was visited by
a fire that destroyed a dozen buildings, endangered the lives of many
people, and caused the loas of $50,000.
Osage Tdwn

LUNCHEON

FOR

GOAL STRIKE

TABLE

THREE LIGHT DISHES THAT WILL
PROVE ACCEPTABLE.

Ingredients for Delectable Recipes
Generally on Hand Mint Meat
Loaf a Favorite With Those
Who Like the Taste.
Mint Meat Loaf. Mince together
(fine) two pounds cold cooked lamb,
eggs, one pound cold
two
cooked beef tongue, half pound cold
boiled ham and a small bunch of
parsley and chives. Grate into these
one clove of garlic, add one teaspoon
onion Juice, a good pinch of mace and
red pepper, two heaping tablespoons
of oft abutter one teaspoon brown
sugar, one tablespoon of cider vinegar and half cup of very finely cut
mint. Mix all together well with one
cup of stock. Put over fire and cook
a few minutes, stirring all the time.
Pour into square mold and set away
to become firm and cold. Slice thin
with sharp knife. Garnish with watercress and pimentos. It can also be
sliced and allowed a few hours to
harden, then dipped in aspic jelly.
This is excellent
Baked Tomatoes With Mushrooms.
Pour hot water over eight medium-size- d
tomatoes.
Pour this off and
cover with cold water, then skins can
be removed nicely.
Cut fine six
green onions, a small piece of garlic
and put with three tablespoons of butter In a saucepan over fire. Add to
this one heaping tablespoon of flour
and stir all together until a nice
brown; then add one quart of cold
stock slowly, stirring smooth. Add a
good shake of tabasco, half teaspoon
of paprika, a pinch of sage and salt
to taste. Drain a can of mushrooms,
cut them in . slices and with ' their
liquor add to the sauce. Put tomatoes
in earthenware bakedlsh, pour sauce
over, cover and take until tomatoes
are done. Sprinkle with fine cut
parsley after taking from the oven.
Egg Fritters. Boll until hard four
fresh eggs. Take off shells and cut
into half-Incslices. Take out yolks,
being careful not to break .white
rings. Beat the yolks to a paste with
one; tablespoon of butter, one small
sour pickle and piece pimento minced
fine.
Mix together with
one. teaspoon of anchovy paste a few drops
of tabasco and a small pinch ot mus-- ,
tard. Press this back Into white
rings. Dip each ring Into fritter batter and fry brown in hot fat as you
Very nice served
would doughnuts.
with cold meat of any kind for a
luncheon.
hard-boile-

Yours for

h

'

Your for

great-

est leavening
power.
Youra for never
failing results.
Yours for purity.
Youra for economy.
Yours for everything that goes to
make np a strictly
high grade, ever- - .
dependable baking
powder.
That is Calumet. Try
it once and note the improvement in your bak
ing. See how much more
economical over the high- priced trust brands, how
much better than the cheap
n
ana
kinds.
Calnmet is highest in quality
moderate in cost
big-ca-

Recoivod Highest

h

Split-Pe- a
Soup.
Pick over one cupful of dried split
peas and soak in cold water over
night. Drain, add two and one-hal- f
quarts of cold water,' half an onion and
a two-inccube of fat salt pork.
Bring gradually to the boiling .point
and let simmer three or four hours,
until soft; then rub through a sieve.
Melt three tablespoonfuls of butter,
add two tablespoonfuls of flour and
stir until well blended; then pour on
gradually two cupfuls of scalded milk.
Bring to the boiling point and add pea
puree. Season with one and one-hal- f
teaspoonfula of saifasd ene eighth
AJepper.
Serve hot, with
croutons. It too thick, dilute with hot
milk.

uni-

formity.

Award.'

World's Pure Food
Exposition.

NT-

f
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A Bbon to Housewives

Everyone can enjoy the luxuries of
a hardwood floor at Bmall expense
by the use of this wonderful new
product. Doe away with unsanitary carpeta permits the us of
large crsmaUrugs. Makes old homes
new makes pew homes more com-

fortable, attractive

and sanitary.

FLOOR IAG3
A Perfect Imitation of Oak.
Beautifully Grained Highly PolUhed.

For Floors and Wainscoting

Durable Attractive, Inexpensive.
'
Vermin-ProoOdoneis and San- itary. Put up in rollt OS inchet (JN
by
yard.
viidt told
tin
If our dealer doesn't aell Gal-aampiea jr L
rioonua arna lor
our neikutiiuuv liiiMLrmtjvi r
f,

Ironing Sheets a Waste of Effort.
Hang linen table cloths always
across the warp that Is,, the lengthwise of them. Warp threads are
doubly as strong as woof, and thus
better able to stand strain. Take down
sheets and so on when barely damp,
fold them, smooth them upon a clean
flat surface, then pile them one on
another under moderate weight in an
airy place. Don't iron them it is a
waste of effort. Do not iron stockings
or underwear, especially woolen un'
derwear

va-ni-te

I

Hnna
lip

IA,"fe
EvfOfe5

MFG. CO.
St PaulChicagoSt Louis
S.anaai City

Omaha

"If
1J
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Make the Liver
Do its Duty

Nine times in ten when the liver Is
right the stomach and bowels are right
a.
r
riDirnic i
The following method will' make
LIVER
PILLS
"collars look as well and wear as well
oentlybutfirmly com-- j'
as if done by a steam laundry. Add
1CARTERS
of a teaspoonful ef borax
to two tablespoonfuls of cold starch
Cures Con- H!T7r,f
IMIVC.K
and stir into a scant quart of warm otipation. In- - A
water. Dip the collars In this mix- diffeation, Jk
ll"iK
ture, saturating thoroughly,
then
Headache,
wring dry and roll them In a clean and Diatreaa After Eating.
white cloth for ten minutes. Stretch SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL
rRlCS.
them on the Ironing board, rub them
wa
C
nnnina muse irear vji&iiatiuc
very hard with a clean, damp cloth,
vjuiiuiuc
so that no starch can adhere to them
and iron them with fairly hot Irons.
To Launder Linen Collars.

y

itti

one-fourt- h

f

.

Chocolate Cake.
Cream together two tablespoonfuls
butter and one cupful of sugar, then
add one egg. Sift together thoroughly
cupfuls of flour,
one and
half a teaspoonful of soda and one
of cream of tartar. If baking
powder is used instead of the soda
take one level teaspoonful. Add alternately with a half cupful of milk to
the other mixture, adding a half teaspoonful of vanilla and one square
melted chocolate Just before putting
iuto the pau.
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Brown's Bronchial Troches
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relief In Bronchma and Aathma. Koop!at-a- .
dumiila lu-e- .
Jobs I. liuowa but), Boatou, aXuaa.
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HIS MODESTY CF HIGH ORDER

HEALTH FOR THE CHILD.
Tbe careful mother, watching close-tthe physical peculiarities of her
children, soon learns that health Is in
a gnat measure dependent upon normal, heulthy, regular bowel action.
When the bowels are Inactive, logs ot
appetite, restlessness during sleep, Irritability and a dozen and one similar
evidences ot physical disorder are sooo
apparent.
Keep the bowels free and clear and
good health la assured.
At the first
sign of constipation give the child a
teaspooufal of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
pepsin at bedtime anj repeat the
dose the following night, If necessary.
You will find the child will quickly recover Us accustomed good spirits, and
eat and sleep normally.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is far
preferable to salts, cathartics and
purgative waters which are harsh in
their action. Syrup Pepsin acts on
the bowels easily and naturally, yet
positively, and causes no griping or
discomfort. Its tonic properties build
up the stomach, liver and bowels, restoring their normal condition.'
Druggists everywhere sell Dr.. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin In 50c and $1.00
bottles. If you bave never tried this
remedy, send for a sample to Dr. W.-BCaldwell, 201 Washington St.,
.111.
He will gladly send a
trial bottle without any expense to
you whatever.

Tinker, of Course, Loved HI Neighbor
at Hlmielf, but That Waan't

y

Keeps Your Stove
u Always Ready for Company
A bright, clean, glossy stove is the joy
and pride of ewry housekeeper.
But it ii
hard to keep a stove nice and shiny
unless Black Silk Stove Polish is used.
Here is the reason: Black Silk Stove
Polish sticks right to the iron. It doesn't
rub off or dust off. Its shine lasts four
times longc. than the shine of any other
Yott only need to polish
polish.
as often, yet your stove will be
cleaner, brighter and better looking than
it has been since yon first bought it Us
one-fourt- h

BLACK SILK
STOVE POLISH
.

'
Acme of Laziness.
A story Is told of a man who held
the Kansas record for laziness. As he
was too lazy to do anything at all, his

neighbors finally decided to bury him
alive. They laid him in the bottom of
the wagon and started for the cemetery. On the way they were met by
a man who asked what they were
doing with that man.
"He won't work, and he has nothing
to eat, so we are taking him to the
cemetery to bury him alive," was the
reply.
Touched with pity, the stranger
said:
"Friends, I have a Back of corn
here that he Is welcome to."
Hearing this, the lazy man ralBCd
bis head long enough to Inquire:
"Is it shelled?"
-- "
."No, it isn't, but
"Drive on," Interrupted the doomed
man, as his head disappeared from
view.

Shot With a Knife.
Years ago in a stock performance .of
a famous old melodrama, the villain,
Charles Wolcotf, suddenly discovered
that he had left his revolver In the
"dressing room. In much confusion, he
fumbled In his pocket and found a
.penknife which,, he figured, would do
Just as well for the bloody deed.
Imagine his consternation when, after
plunging the blade Into the hero'
breast, taat player failed to change
his lines and screamed at the top of
his voice: 'Heaven forgive youl I'm
'
shot.".

S'
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FROM THE NORTH COUNTRY
Where the Winters Are Cold-ana- "
the
'
Snows Deep.

"'

-

'"

Wrltlngr 'from the vicinity David
Iilmm made famous, a man says that
lie was an habitual coffee drinker, and,
although he. knew It was doing him
harm, was too obstinate to give It up,
till all at once he went to pieces with
nervousness and insomnia, loss of ap- petite, . weakness, and a generally
used-ufeeling, which practically unfitted him for hia arduous occupation,
and kept him on a couch at home
when his duty did not call him out.
"While in this condition Qrape-Nul-s
food was suggested to me, end I
began to use it. Although it was in
the middle ot winter, and the thermometer was often below zero, almost
my entire living for about six weeks
of severe exposure was on Grape-Nut- s
food with a little bread and butter and
a cup of hot water, till I- was wise
enough to make Postum my table beverage.
"After the first two weeks J. began
to feel better and during the whole
winter I never lost a trip on my mall
route, frequently being on the road
7 or 8 hours at a time.
"The constant marvel to me was
how a person could do the amount of
work and endure the fatigue and hardship as I did, on so small an amount
of food. But I found my new rations
co perfectly satisfactory that I have
continued them using both Postum
and Grape-Nut- s
at every meal, and
often they comprise my entire meal.
"All my nervousness, irritability and
Insomnia have disappeared and healthy,
natural sleep has come back to me.
Itut what has been perhaps me great-- .
ett surprise to me is jthe fact that
with the benefit i my general health
has come a remarkable Improvement
p

.

-

In my

'f

eye-sigh- t,

a good appetite, good digestion,

strong nerves and an
active brain are to be desired, 1 can
say from, my own. experience, use
Grape-Nut- s
and Tostum." Name given
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Head the little book, 'The Road lo
Wellvllle," In pkgs. "There's ft reason."
Kvtr read (lie above letter A
on
tlma tu lima. They
tiMrs from
arc aruuiu,
true, an 4 Cull of buuiua
goodv.

eye-sigh- t,

lUi'rtal.

la only on of many symptoms which some women en.
dure through weakness or displacement oi the womanly
organs. Mrs. Lizzie White of Memphis, Tenn., wrote
Dr. R. V. Pierce, as follows I

Too Much.

Mon-tlcell- o,

;

Backache

'

Lord Tankervllle, who la tending
his son to an Americ.in school, aald
the other day In New York:
"There are too many Englishmen
and English boya as well who develop. In the presence of a lord, a
painful and unnatural modesty. Their
modesty' reminds me of a village tinker.
"This tinker had a rather crusty
disposition, and his pastor said to hira
one day:
"'My man, you should love your
neighbor as yourself.'
" 'Yes. sir,' said the tinker.
"But tbe pastor had in mind a nasty
black eye that the tinker bad given
the bricklayer next door, and ao he
went on:
" 'Do you, though, do you honestly,
love your neighbor as youraelf?'
" 'Yes, sir; oh, yes, sir, said the
tinker; and he added, 'but I'm a modest man, ye see, and, to tell the truth,
I ain't a bit stuck on myself, sir.' "

"At timea
I believe I
-

I

I waa hardly able to be on my feet.
woman
had every pain and ache
very bad case. Internal
could have. Had
organs were very much diseased and my back
great deal with
was very weak. I suffered
nervous headaches, in fact, I suffered all over.
This waa my condition when I wrote to you for
advice. After taking your Favorita Prescription' for about three' months eon say that my
health waa never better."

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

Is a positive cure for weakness and disease of the ferr.inine organism.
It allay
inflammation, heals ulceration and soothes pain. Tones and builds up the nerves.
Do not permit a dishonest dealer to substitute for this medicine which has
record of 40 years of cure. " No, thank you, I want what I ask for."
Dr. Pierce's Pleatant Pellets Indues mild natural bowel movement once m day.

from

NOT SO FAMILIAR.

Rheumatism

parlor it ore, kitchen stove or tai ttov.
Get m can from your hardware or ttov dealer.
II yoa do not find 1c betttr than any other atovo
polish yon have tvtr used tf&r, jonr dealer ia
authorized to refund your money. But we feel
ure yon vriU agree with the thtmsttndi of fit her
women who are now nsinf Black
Silk Stove Polish end who ay It ia the
ttov Pol itk tvtr made, n
on your

LIQUID OR PASTE
ONE QUALITY

Be inre to ret the gtnuin. Black Silk Stove
Polish com you n mart than the ordinary k'iu
Keep four grates, registets, fend era and at ova
pipes bripht end free from matin by nsina
FN AM FX. Brun
BLACK SILK A
free with ccu can of enamel 01 ly.
METAL,
SILK
Uso BLACK
POU3H for silverware, nickel, tinware or brass. It woiks quickly
easily, and loavea a brilliant surface. It has no
equal for nse on automobiles.

Black Silk Stove Polish Works
STERLING, ILLINOIS

Try Sloan's Liniment for your rheumatism
don't rub just lay it on
lightly. It goes straight to the sore
spot, quickens the blood, limbers up
the muscles and joints and stops
the pain.

'Mr
III m
Carrye

Do you love

sake?"

Here's Proof
Mrs. Julia Thomas of Jackson,
Cal., writes: "I have used your Liniment for rheumatism with much success."
ft Martin J. Tunis, 109 loth Ave.,
Paterson, N. J., wiites:
was a
cripple with rheumatism for two years and I could not move at all ; had
to be carried from place to place. I tried remedies and could not get better, until I tried Sloan's Liniment. One bottle fixed me up in good shape
and now I always have a bottle in the house for my wife and children."

"I

art for art'i

Daisy I beg your pardon, but hia
name is Arthur.
Romance of the Rail.
In a Pullman car. The man
who traveled for gents' furnishings
had succeeded In working up a conversation with the lonesome-lookin-g
Make.
Very
Best
The
young woman. He leaned over her
r
In tbe course of an
breathed in ber ear:
speech in praise of women, Samuel and
"Peaches, I'm taking a little trip to
Untermyer, the New York lawyer, said
New York. Don't you want to go
in Pittsburg:
alongr
"A commercial traveler remarked
"Sir," she said, angrily, "you are gothe other day to a storekeeper:
ing too far!"
" 'Make yourself a Christmas presshe didn't object to accompanyent of a cash register. It will keep ingBut
him as far as Schenectady. '
of
account
all
accurate
and
strict
you recelvs and all you disburse. It
Important to. Mothers
will show what you save and what
Examine carefully every bottle of
you squander, what you spend foolish- CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
ly and what you spend wisely, where infants and children, and see that It
you should spread oit and where you
should retrench, what you waste and Signature of
how to waste it "
" 'But,' said the storekeeper, 'I've In Use For Over 30 Years.
already got a cash register which does Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
all that and more.'
Thrust.
'"Whose make Is It?' asked the ' "How Humorous
"
salesman, frowning.
The savage chief held a glittering
" 'God's make,' the storekeeper rethe captive missionary.
plied; and with a smile at once rev- spear near
you like this?"
erent and grateful he nodded toward
His tone was not facetious, but the
bis handsome wife seated in tbe cash- captive
was undismayed .
ier's cage.
"
"
"Well, if you ask me
He glanced at the weapon, the proNew Commandment.
pinquity of which was not comforting.
Senator Penrose, apropos of Presi" it goes against my stomach!"
message,
dent Taft's
Unfortunately, however, the capsaid the other day, with a smile:
tive waa in a locality where there la
"In the past wcwere forbidden to no market for humor, and tbe end
put our trust In riches, but now we came soon.
are forbidden, also to put our riches
In trusts."
If You Are a Trifle Sensitive

It was

T7

1

I
HmiJs
kills any kind of pain. Good for Neuralgia, Toothache, Lumbago and
Chest Pains. Sold by all dealers. Pricey 25c, SOc. and fl.OO.

after-dinne-

Sloan's book on Horses, Cauls, Hog and Poultry sent free.

DR.

-

EARL S. SLOAN

CaV

-

Address

Boston. Mass.

7
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INFLUENZA

CATHRRH3L
FEVEB
PINKCYC, SHIPPING

fEVCR. tPIZOOTIC
And all diseases of the horse affecting; bis throat, speedily
cured; colts and horsea In same stable kept from having
them by using SPOHN'S DISTEMPER AND COUGH CURE.
S to 6 doses often cure.
One bottle guaranteed to oure on
case. Safe for brood mares, baby colts, stallions all ages
BOo
and conditions. Moat skillful scientific compound.
BOTTLE, 5 DOZ. Any druggist, or delivered by manufacturers.
SPOHN MEDICAL CO., GOSHEN, INDIANA

About the size of your shoes, you can
Constipation causes and aggravates irany wear a size smaller by shaking Allen's Foot
serious diseases. It is thoroughly cured by Ease, the antiseptic powder, into them.
Pr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. The favor- Just the thing' fur Dancing Parties and for
Breaking in New Shos. Sample Free.
ite family laxative.
Addles Allen fci. Olmalcd, Le Roy, N. Y.

OATS

large uroweis of psrJierM (hm
and Ear ilea aoeds In U10 wor.d
Cloven, Ur&KMja. Oata, liye, 1 r.
yield SSS
ler, Potatoes, Hod Com. eta Ws Sworn
bushels per scr.
a,
breed onlr pedlirres heavy
You can bnat that.
CATALOVUX i'uM.K.
Wny nottrrniiuil
MUto. IIO COMPANY, BoS00, La Croaaa, Wis,

Stingy Thing.
Her Opportunity,
She Oh, I have no doubt you love
Edith Isn't Alice the lucky girl?
JOHN a.
me; but your love lacks tbe supreme Just as she had decided to throw Jack
touch unselfishneaa.
over he broke the engagement,
BUY "RANCH KING" SADDLES
A Mean Insinuation.
He What makes you say thatt
Tom Well?
She You admit it. You want me
Maude I've something to tell you. DIRECT FROM MAKER
Edith Well, now she's going to sue
I'm engaged to Jack.
for yourself alone, you say.
him for breach of promise.
backed br twenty years business
cuorant
Ethel I am not surprised. Jack Our
Cataloaoa. 160 sty lea, time, Seud for adver-tlaiu-g
say
TO WICK A COI.I IX ONE DAT
never
"No."
could
fobs, 10 eta., worta 6 eta.
leather
watch
MAI.
TO DRIVE Otlt
ART.
Tnis I.ASATIVM KHOMO Quinine Tablets,
AND BUILD I P THE STSTKM
W
lmitctfl si refund montiy it it falls to curs.
Take the Old Standard (iHOVUd TASTKl.Und
DODSON
SADDLERY
GUOV
CO.
d algualure is on eauabox. liba.
CIU1X TON 1U. Tuu know what you ara takm-Why suffer under the curse of Dyspepsia
Tns formula Is plainly print! on everr botUa,
Dallas. Texas
I
can
remove
Garlield
Tea
it
when
huwtug ills simply Quinine and Iron in a tatelets
A woman doesn't care what her form, afid
tha tuoat60 eHectuai form, s'or gruwa
husband earns; It's what she gets out people and children. cunts.
A Dead One.
HAIR BALSAM
of It that counts.
Hewitt Vou should say nothing but
Cumuim
and bfutifts lb naja
When a woman says she believes
JPrurootet a nxuxiant ffruwth.
Jit
good
of
dead.
the
every
word
tells
her,
JaJ1 U Jiswrtor Orf
husband,
ft
aver
ber
it's
e
rrr.ru rrBFn
in to Iti FAZO OINT.
"JiWett But I hate to praise you to
wi'l rotund money
dollars to doughnuts that the honeyTonrUruK'1
fch:NT tall to cure any cahe uf lluhmg, rlitnd,
anjjflj wi tit Or
your face.
6uo.
moon, is still lu Us Infancy.
ued.lui or i'roinwUmt k'llm lu 0 lo U

ftSSX

111.

tys
ii.

WV

man never forgives his enemies
until he wishes them prosperity.

-

The woman who cares for a clean,
wholesome mouth, and sweet breath,
will find Paxtlne AntUeptlo a joy forMost human maladies arise from wrong ever. At druggists, 25c a box.
A

Sirs. Wrnslow's Aootulns; 8ymp for Children
ieelhiiiK, aoflena the
reduces luAamina-UoaUvs jjitlu.curaa triad nolle, S60 a kaHtle.

A Mean Disposition.
Even If a man does know his own
"Is Puffklns all wrapped up In bis
it mind he may not have cause to be motor c;ir?"
proud of his acquaintance.
"Not yet, but I have hopes."

dieting. Garfield Tea gives immediate relief.
A woman's mind Is like a bed
must be made up occasionally.
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HAPPENINGS
I

N

NEW MEXICO
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Passe Worthies Checks; Get 1 Year.
Santa Fe. H. G. Vaughn of Pecos
was sentenced to one year in the penitentiary by Judge Abbott uflon his
pleading guilty to passing' worthless
checks.
Quarrel Over Cigar Check; 1 Dead.
Albuquerque. A quarrel over two
cigar checks In a pool game resulted
In a deliberate murder, when Sam
Lyle, a blacksmith, put a buliet
through the heart of Harry Carr, a
tailor. Botn ai'e negroes.
Bank Receiver Appointed.
auditor
Fe. The traveling
and bank examiner has appointed Jean
Baird of Alamogordo receiver of the
State Citizens' Bank of Tularoi-a- ,
which was closed when the cashier
committed suicide.

Santa

Forest Income Distributed.
Sanla Fe. The income from the forest reserves in New Mexico have been
distributed by O. N. Marron, state
treasurer, among the counties having
national forests In their boundaries as
follows: Bernalillo, $127.06; Chavea,
$115; Colfax, $28.GG; Eddy, 3G.43.

Minor Occurrence

1.1

f

of More Than Ordi
v

nary Interest.

Western Newspaper Union News Service,

At

Fort Sumner

a Masonic lodge

has been organized.
The Pecos Valley Teachers' Asso
ciation met in Clovis.
Carlsbad and vicinity are making a
fight for 500 new families.
Ground is being broken for three
new store buildings at Gallup.
cam
The Santa Fe city clean-upaign Is being pressed with vigor.
Frank Lees was fined $50 and costs
in Albuquerque for carrying a pistol.
Harold B. Jamison has been appoint
ed assistant district attorney of Bernalillo county.
Th3 frozen body of an unknown man
was found in Carrlzozo cafion near
Wagon Mound.
A college baseball league dn New
Mexico may be launched during the
next few weeks.
For the first time in months, It is
said the saloons In Belen are being
closed on Sundays.
Ignacia Gutlerreg was arrested 'it
Fort Sumner and fined $50 and costa
for carrying a pistol.
The Methodists of Belen are plan
ning one of the most attractive church
buildings in the state.
John Rogers of Las Vegas has been
appointed court stenographer for the
Eighth Judicial District.
Thirty-threprisoners now confined
in the state penitentiary have made
application for pardons.
Accused of being a deserter from
the United States Army, PnulZamoro
was arrested In Albuquerque.
The question of raising funds for
boosting Carlsbad and the Carlsbad
project is now being agitated.
Enterprising business men are subscribing to a fund to light up the plnza
during the legislative session.
The women of Albuquerque are signing petitions against the reopening of
the red light district in that city.
The matter of a railroad from Silver City to Mogollon is now being discussed by the business men of Silver

Owen Takes Oath of Office.
Santa Fe. O. I,. Owen of Clovis recently took his oath of office before
Secretary of State Lucero. He had
Just succeeded- in ousting, through
court proceedings, George H. Van

Stone, Progressive Republican, as a
member of the State Corporation
and takes his place.

Joerns' Resignation Accepted.
Santa Fe. After hearings extending
over two days of the charges pre
ferred against Traveling Auditor and
Bank Examiner John Joerns, Gov.
exonerated that official, ac
cepted his resignation to go into ef
fect immediately, and appointed How
ell Ernest of Clayton to the place.
Colorado Man Falls to Death.
Albuquerque. Adolf Bleibler, Bfied
twenty-two- ,
of Empire, Colo., died at
Socorro as the result, it Is believed, of
a fall from a Santa Fe train. A
tramp found his unconscious and tat
tered body beside the track at Ala- mlllo, and he was taken to Socorro,
where he died without regaining con
sciousness.

pointed an entirely new State Board
of Education, as follows: Dr.' F. H. H.
Koberts of East Las Vegas, president
of the Normal university; Dr. C. M.
Light of Sliver City, president of the
State Normal school; Bonifacio Mon-toy- a
of Bernalillo, Rev. C. C. Hill of
Roswell and M. D. Taylor of Aztec.
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CASE UP AGAIN IN

.

BEAT BOY WITH RUBBER HOSE

KIMMEL

SUPREME

Fourth Trial of Famous Insurance
Contest Necessary Because of
Disagreement.

lola Citizens Took Side and Controversy Over Punishment Is
Already in Court.

the mistrial,

COURT MAY DECIDE
SCHOOL WHIPPING CASE.

Iola, Kansas. Is it brutal and Inhuman to whip a pupil with a piece
of rubber hose and must such an instrument of punishment be abolished
in the public schools of Kansas?
That is a question that has wrought
a marked division of sentiment in
Iola and one that, in all probability,
is on Its way to the supreme court.

St. Louis, Mo.

d

Everett

Urlct

started all the trouble. At school a
few days ago Everett failed to obapplication for a charter for a serve the rules of decorum estab-

bank at Columbus has been made. The lished to govern the pupils while
capitalization of the bank Is to be $15,- - forming in line to march Into the
Washington school building where
000.
Frederick C. Walters is principal.
James W. Donaldson, Jr., was shot The boy began to scuffle with a comand killed at Loving by W. A. Wood. panion and Prof. Walters called him
No details of the trouble are obtain- out of the line to receive punishment.
able.
"You lick me and my father will
It is reported from Doming that the come down here and lick the dickEl Paso & Southwestern railroad will ens out of you," Everett yelled desoon be extended to Leopold and Ty fiantly.
The bluff failed to work and Prof.
rone.
Walters started to administer corGovernor McDonald has appointed poral punishment.
Everett fought
Cole Rolston of Socorro county a back and that did not tend to calm
member of the State Cattle Sanitary the irate pedagogue, so as soon, as
Board.
he could procure the rubber hose
The state will take immediate steps with which whippings are administo repair the road leading from Santa tered in Iola schools, he gave the boy
a sound beating. Then the case got
Fe to Taos via Santa Cruz and
into court.
Leading the boy to the office of the
Within a month automobiles can county attorney, tbe'father swore out
run with ease from Albuquerque to a complaint for the arrest of Prof.
Cabezon, the road and bridges being Walters on a charge of assault and
Improved.
battery.
"The most damaging evidence InA primary election to select canditroduced came from Prof. Walters
dates for the Town Board of Farming-tohas been called for Monday, himself," JuBtlce Duncan says In a
statement issued to the public, "the
March 18th.
instrument used to punish the boy.
J. W. Lewis, north of Otis, has fifty This article waa a piece of half-Incacres
wnich he intends plant- gas hose about three feet long, with
ing to trees. He already has ten acres one end doubled back on itself for a
in peaches.
handle and with some 15 or IS Inches
Federal Judge Pope has three names of lash with which to beat the
under consideration for court clerk victim."
and will announce his appointment in
the near future.
ARRESTED THREE BARN BURNERS
Game and Fish Warden Thomas F.
Gable has distributed a quantity of Two White Men and a Negro Taken
Destroyed Horses and Mule
fish fry in the various streams along
Worth $1,500.
the Denver & Rio Grande.

MAY

the result of
famous Kimmel
Identity and insurance case will be
presented in the courts for the fourth
time in May.."
"The man of mystery" will again
be the issue. The picturesque figure
of John Bonne Swlnney again will
appear before the Jury and will relate the weird tale of the treasure
hunt and murder in the Oregon

--

Thirteen-year-ol-

As

the

woods.
'

The hearing in the circuit court
here will be based on two policies of
$10,000 each, payable to Mrs. Edna
Bonslett, on the life of her.' missing
brother, George A. Kimmel, who disappeared from Arkansas City, Kan.,
in 1898.
PAROLED PRISONER SHOT SHERIFF

Sought by Officers on Charge of Forgery, Convict Fired Through Trap
Door In Garret.
Kirksvllle, V ,Mo. Lewis
Hughes,
deputy sheriff of Novinger, was shot
through the head and probably fatally
wounded at Novinger while attempting to capture Landon Campbell, who
was wanted on a charge of forgery,
Campbell was sentenced to five yeara
in the penitentiary a year ago for
forgery, but was paroled.
Hughes
had deputized three men and had
posted them at the front and back
of Campbell's house when he went
inside. Campbell was in the garref
and fired at the officer through a
trap door. Campbell escaped.- COAL

IS

IN

HEAVY

DEMAND

York Fear Strike of 180,000
Miner
Everybody Rushes to
Secure a Supply.

New

h

Killing Average Three Per Week.
Albuquerque. In addition to the
killing of a deputy sheriff in Union
county, the murder of a negro in this
city a:d the fatal shooting of a ranchman named Donaldson near Loving,
two more homicides were reported
and for the past three or four weeks
the killings In the state have averaged
nearly three a week. One which happened at Grants was not In the raur-oa- r
class, an unknown negro box car
robber being shot and killed by Deputy Sheriff Simon Bibo when he resisted arrest.
Man and Team Frozen to Death.
Wagon Mound. The body of a n.an
Whose Identity has not been learned

waa found in Carrizozo cafion nar
here. The body waa sitting upright in
a wagon, to which the horses, both
frozen to death, we're still attached.
It Is believed that the man, a freighter or farmer, was overtaken by a
Btorm and perished while attempting
to find shelter. A handcar waa a nit
to taka th body to Wagon Mound.

Russian Real Estate Dealer of Hills
boro Promoted Colony in
Colorado.
Topeka, Kansas. An alleged swinupon a considerable
number of Mennonlte farmers in
Kansas and members of that faith in
Oklahoma Las just now come to light
by the filing of a suit here for the
collection of a number of notes formerly held by the Hank of Topeka
and later purchased by C. E. Gault.
Henry J. Martins, a Russian, who
lived at Hillsboro, Kan., is a fugitive
from justice.
At. Hillsboro he conducted a real estate office until
about three years ago, when he conceived the Idea of establishing a
Mennonlte colony in southern California. He told his plana to the
Mennonites, who trusted him the
more freely because he was of their
race and spoke their mother tongue.
Martins represented to the Mennonites of McPherson county and also to
a Mennonlte colony in Oklahoma
that he was the owner of a large
tract of land near Los Angeles. He
took large numbers of Mennonites to
California on excursions, conducted
by himself, to show them the land he
wanted them to Bettle upon. After
a brief visit to the land, to which
be had no title or claim, he would
take his party to San Francisco and
Portland and back to Kansas.
scheme,
Impressed by Martins'
about 20 Mennonlte families in McPherson and about 30 in Oklahoma
decided to move to California. They
traded their farms to Martins in exchange for tracts of land in California, or bo they supposed, and gave
him promissory notes for the balance
of the purchase price of the California property. He is said to have
defrauded Mennonites In Kansas and
Oklahoma out of 150 quarter sections
of land, which were valued at from
$3,000 to $7,000 a quarter section. In
addition he obtained notes representing large sums. The notes he deposited with banks as collateral for
loans and failed 'to redeem them,
while he. disposed of the Mennonlte
lands.

.

PHONE MERGERAT LEAVENWORTH
Home

verse

Company in Thla Case, ReUsual Order and Absorb '
Bell Plant.

Leavenworth,
Kansas. That the
people's Home Telephone company
and the Missouri and Kansas Telephone company here have merged
became known at a meeting between
representatives of the former company and the city commissioners. The
Home will absorb the Missouri and
Kansas.
The new company will apply for a
franchise next week. The representatives otJthe Home, ' who will
control the
have
reached a tentative agreement with
the commissioners as to the'
of the franchise.
new"-opmpa-

ny,

t)a

PUT DYNAMITE

CAP IN HIS PIPE

Kansas Man Has Narrow Escape
From Death When Explosion
Occurs.' .

n

et-lan-d

Thirteen Murder In February.
Santa Fe. Thirteen murders were
committed in New Mexico during February, according to the official statistic kept by the mounted police. This
is one killing for every 2,000 Inhabitants in one year, or five times ihe
average for the United States. The
authorities are being aroused to more
stringent measures In an effort to
tem the epidemic of killings.
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New Board of Education.
Santa Fe. Gov. McDonald has ap
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Springer Bank Reduces Capital.
Springer. The Bank of Springer
filed amended articles of Incorporation reducing its capital from $30,(100
to $15,000, and the character of its
business from a bank of discount and
deposit to one of a trust association
and savings bank.

L.EKX0MES WERE SWINDLED

'CI D " 'CI Dl1
.LI

LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS.

Thu Estancla valley Is nestling under a fine blanket of wet, heavy snow,
v. hich guarantees
a bumper crop for
the farmers the coming year.
Reliable reports say the articles of
agreement have boen cigned and It
la now practically certain that the
Johnson-Flynfight will take place
In Xas Vegas.
Twenty miles west of Roswell, recently, a family camping for the night,
awoke in the morning to find that the
snow had drifted to a foot above the
top of the wagon..
The Navajo Petroleum Company of
Albuquerque has filed articles of Incorporation at Santa Fe. The company intends doing a general oil and
mineral development business.
The cotton gins at Carlsbad and
Loving are about to finish for the eta- son. Something like 2,000 bales bare
been ginned. Tho average for the
communities wag about half a bale to
the acre. The acreage will be Increased next season.
n

Chanute, Kansas. John Harkness
and Wesley Neiley, white men, aud
George Miller, a negro, .wore arrested
by the police immediately following
the destruction of a horse barn by
fire at 12:30 a. m. The barn waa
owned by J. Hawkins of Kansas City
and the horses and mules which were
burned by Charles
Harkness
of
Chanute, whose loss will be at least
$1,500.
The police had been warned
that the barn would be burned. The
three men arrested had been drinking and had been ' watched by the
police earlier In the night.
Clark "Dawg" Button Out.
Washington. Champ
butClark
tons as big as dinner plates and
bearing the picture of a dejected
hound surrounded by the admonition,
"You've got to quit kickin' my dawg
around," appeared on the floor of the
house, worn by several members.

New York, New York. Fear of a
strike of the one hundred and eighty
thousand anthracite coal miners April
1

has caused a general rush on the

part of consumers for coal to carry
them over a strike period. This sud-

den demand became widespread when
it was reported that the railroads Instead of having a large amount of
coal In storage in preparation for a
possible strike, were really running
short and were making every effort
to increase their depleted reserve.
Topeka'a Hermit Dead.
Topeka,
Kas. Robert
McGinnis,
Topeka's hermit, was found dead in
the little hut he called home here.
He had been dead for some time
when found. Therp was no evidence
of struggle and the coroner's physicians said that death was a result of
heart disease. McGlnnla waa more
than 70 years old. While his home
was in the heart of Topeka It Is said
that no one had crossed his thresyears he had
hold in the .twenty-eigh- t
lived there. McGinnis came to Kansas about 1S59 from Illinois. He
still owns the property he bought
at that time, and it la said that he la
worth about $50,000.

Winnipeg Fire Killed Seven.
Winnipeg, Manitoba. Seven persons are dead, one is probably fatally
injured
and a number
suffered
severe injuries as the result of an
Wifebeater Pay $25.
Shawnee, Oklahoma. When Louis explosion in a fire in the rear of the
Mettfger pleaded guilty to wife beat- Rudford-Wi'Igh- t
company,
limited,
ing Judge Flowers fined him $5 for wholesale sash aud door factory.
each blow that be struck. He paid The factory la a total loss, $50,000
a $25 fine.
fully Insured.

Pittsburg,
Kas. Joseph Jino of
Cherokee was smoking his old pipe
peacefully when he took a jmrticu- larly long puff and there was a terrific explosion under his nose. His
teeth were jarred, his face waa cut in
several places and a piece or two of
metal had been Imbedded in his
chest. Someone had put a dynami:e
cap In the pipe and Mr. Jinc had
a close call for his life.
Frank Farnallo, a relative, was
In a justice
court here
charged with an attempt to kill .Tine.
It is said that the two had quarreled.
Maneuvers This Fall.
Washington Officials of the war
department state that the joint maneuvers scheduled for Fort Riley may
not take place until late in Septem- ber. The understanding
has been
that they would be arranged for July. '
The decision to postpone them until
the fall is said to be due to the desire of government officials to prevent large expenditures for loss of
crops.

..Held

Up Rebel

Arm.

El Pa6, Texas. Shipments of
arms and ammunition to the rebels
at Juarez, alleged "to be In violation
of the neutrality laws, ,were obstructed here by Col. E. Z. Stqever,
commanding the United StateB troops
on duty along the Mexican border.
.

Indian Scout of Custer Dead.
Guthrie, Ok. Arickaree Tom, a
widely known Pawnee Indian, died
in Pawnee City. He waa a acout under Generals Custer and Miles and aa
a war chief for his tribe he led an
Indian advance In the Battle of tbt

Arlckare.

,

